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Abstract

Transitions in Plant Community Composition in North American Desert and Coastal Ecosystems
Sustained by Climate Drivers and Microclimate Feedbacks
by
Heng Huang
Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Science, Policy, and Management
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Paolo D’Odorico, Chair

The ongoing climate change is driving significant changes in vegetation composition and species
range shifts in many ecosystems worldwide. For example, climate warming has reduced the
frequency of extreme low temperature events, which may facilitate woody plant encroachment in
woodland-grassland ecotones worldwide where freezing stress inhibits the growth of coldsensitive woody plants. In addition, global warming and increasing rainfall variability can
significantly affect community dynamics and ecosystem functioning especially in drylands
where plant growth is primarily constrained by water availability. Both CAM plant expansion in
desert ecosystems and woody plant encroachment in cold ecotones have been empirically
observed, the underlying mechanisms, however, still remain unclear. A more mechanistic
understanding of how global climate change and local positive microclimate feedbacks will
affect plant community composition, species range expansion and resilience of these ecosystems
is still lacking.
In this dissertation work, I first conducted greenhouse and growth chamber experiments to
investigate the responses of two CAM-grass communities in arid ecosystems across the
southwestern United States and Chihuahuan desert to asymmetric warming and increasing
rainfall variability. In addition, I integrated lab experiments and field observations with processbased modelling frameworks to examine the microclimate warming effects of woody canopies,
investigate the physiological cold intolerance of woody species, and quantitatively evaluate to
what extent climate warming may trigger critical transitions from grassland to woodland in
Northern American coastal ecosystems. Furthermore, I used high-resolution imagery data and
stochastic cellular automata models to investigate the spatial patterning of woody patches on
Hog Island (Virginia) and its associations with critical transitions in vegetation dynamics.
I found that increasing rainfall variability can enable deep-rooted grasses to gain competitive
advantages over shallow-rooted CAM plants through increasing deep soil water availability
under current temperature scenario. However, the competitive advantage is likely to shift from
grasses to CAM plants due to drought-induced grass mortality under asymmetric warming.
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I also found that abrupt transitions from grassland to woodland may occur in coastal woodlandgrassland ecotones including mangrove-salt marsh ecotones along the Atlantic coast of Florida
when the minimum nocturnal temperature exceeds a critical threshold. Such critical transitions
may be induced by positive vegetation-microclimate feedbacks whereby woody plants create a
local warming effect through modifying the surface energy balance. Furthermore, the spatial
patterns of woody vegetation on Hog Island exhibit signs of critical phenomena as evidenced by
the emergence of power law distribution of woody patch size in some specific years.
These findings suggest that the ongoing climate change may facilitate CAM plant expansion in
Northern American desert ecosystems and woody plant encroachment in Northern American
coastal ecosystems where the latitudinal limits of woody plants are majorly constrained by
freezing stress. The results also provide novel empirical and theoretical evidence of whether the
observed scale-invariant vegetation patterning may be considered as a general early warning
signal of critical transitions from grassland to woodland in coastal and potentially other
ecosystems. Overall, this dissertation highlights the important role of environmental drivers and
microclimate feedbacks in driving transitions in plant community composition, species range
shifts, and ecosystem structure and functioning in desert and coastal ecosystems.
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INTRODUCTION
Climate models and empirical studies indicate that the variability of weather variables is
changing at multiple scales (IPCC 2013). For example, in many regions of the world the
minimum nighttime temperature is increasing more rapidly than the maximum daytime
temperature (Vose et al. 2005, Peng et al. 2013, Davy et al. 2016), and the intensity of extreme
rainfall events is increasing even where the mean total rainfall remains relatively unchanged
(Huntington 2006, Durack et al. 2012). These climatic changes can affect ecological processes
across different scales and drive significant shifts in community structure and dynamics
including plant community composition, and further influence ecosystem functioning and
services (D’Odorico and Bhattachan 2012, Maestre et al. 2012, Gherardi and Sala 2015). While
previous studies have primarily focused on the ecological effects of changes in the mean of
climate variables (Parmesan and Yohe 2003, D’Odorico and Bhattachan 2012, Rudgers et al.
2018), the effects of changes in climate variability on plant communities remain relatively poorly
understood.
CAM plants are increasing their abundance in many dryland ecosystems worldwide (Drennan
and Nobel 2000, Borland et al. 2009, Yu et al. 2017). For example, empirical observations show
that CAM species including Cylindropuntia imbricata and Opuntia phaeacantha have been
expanding their geographical ranges in desert ecosystems of the southwestern United States and
northern Mexico (Benson and Walkington 1965, Yu et al. 2019). However, the underlying
mechanisms driving CAM plant expansion remain unclear. Global warming may favor CAM
plant growth by enhancing nighttime carbon assimilation (Reyes-García and Andrade 2009),
while increasing rainfall intensity may benefit deep-rooted grasses due to increased deep soil
water availability. Therefore, climate change associated with warming trends and changes in
rainfall regimes may alter the competitive interactions between CAM plants and coexisting grass
species and therefore contribute to species range shifts. To date, however, experimental evidence
demonstrating this direct effect of climate change on CAM–grass communities is lacking.
Another major shift in plant distribution and abundance that is occurring around the globe is
associated with the relatively rapid encroachment of woody plants into adjacent grasslands, a
phenomenon that has been observed worldwide, from arctic tundras to alpine and desert
ecosystems (Archer et al. 1995, Chapin et al. 2000, Maher et al. 2005, Bader et al. 2007, Knapp
et al. 2008, McKee and Rooth 2008, Ravi et al. 2009). This abrupt change in plant community
composition has important impacts on ecosystem structure, function, and services such as
livestock grazing, regulation of surface soil moisture and carbon sequestration (Schlesinger et al.
1999, Huenneke et al. 2002, Li et al. 2007). Woody plant encroachment has been attributed to
many exogenic and endogenic factors such as overgrazing, fire suppression, increased
atmospheric CO2 concentrations, nitrogen deposition, and climate change (Van Auken 2000,
Sankaran et al. 2005, Ward 2005, Gehrig-Fasel et al. 2007, D’Odorico et al. 2012). Climate
warming has been suggested to facilitate woody plant encroachment in ecotones worldwide
where extreme low temperatures inhibit the growth of cold-sensitive woody plants (D’Odorico et
al. 2010, 2013, Cavanaugh et al. 2014, Devaney et al. 2017). The cold sensitivity of woody
plants has been ascribed to many different physiological mechanisms, including freezinginduced xylem embolisms, growth and reproduction limitation, frost damage, and winter frost
desiccation (Pockman and Sperry 1997, Tranquillini 1979, D’Odorico et al. 2013). In addition to
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global or regional climate warming, woody expansion can be enhanced by vegetation–
microclimate feedbacks, whereby woody plants modify the surface energy balance with the
effect of increasing the minimum temperatures thereby reducing the mortality of cold-intolerant
woody seedlings (D’Odorico et al. 2010, 2013). However, the positive effects of vegetation–
microclimate feedbacks may be counteracted by biotic drivers such as browsing (Devaney et al.
2017). Currently, field measurements documenting the occurrence of this feedback and
explaining the underlying mechanisms are still lacking. It is still unknown under what conditions
woody plants can modify their microclimate and whether this effect can accelerate the rate of
woody plant encroachment, particularly in coastal ecosystems.
In many cases woody plant encroachment has resulted in an abrupt and highly irreversible land
cover change, suggesting that the underlying dynamics are those of a bi-stable system with
alternative stable states of grass and woody plant dominance and prone to critical transitions
between such states (Van Auken 2000, D’Odorico et al. 2012). Research on leading indicators of
state shifts in ecology has shown that in many ecosystems vegetation cover exhibits selforganized patterns (Scanlon et al. 2007, Berdugo et al. 2017, Staver et al. 2019). The observed
characteristic vegetation patterns may indicate important underlying processes, including the
susceptibility of the system to abrupt shifts to an alternative stable state as a result of climate
change or environmental disturbances (Scheffer et al. 2009, Majumder et al. 2019). For example,
vegetation patterns in some arid ecosystems including savannas may exhibit patches of all sizes
distributed according to a power law (Staver et al. 2019). Notably, this scale-invariant power law
property of vegetation patterning may be considered as an early warning signal of critical
transitions, which allows for a better prediction of ecosystem-level vegetation dynamics in
response to external drivers such as climate change (Scheffer et al. 2009). While previous work
has primarily focused on arid ecosystems where water is the major limiting factor (e.g., Scanlon
et al. 2007), the spatial distribution and patterning of vegetation patches in ecosystems controlled
by temperature remains poorly understood. It is unknown whether in these woodland-grassland
ecotones woody vegetation shows the emergence of self-organized patters, whether such patterns
exhibit scaling properties, and to what extent they are induced by local positive feedbacks.
In this dissertation work, I use a combination of experimental and modelling approaches to
address the following questions:
(1) Can asymmetric climate warming and changes in rainfall variability increase the
competitive advantage of CAM plants over co-existing grasses and contribute to CAM plant
expansion in North American desert ecosystems?
(2) Can woody vegetation create significantly warmer microclimatic conditions compared
to grassland in coastal woodland-grassland ecotones?
(3) Will the ecological responses of woody plants to cold microclimate conditions differ in
microsites located under the woody canopy and in adjacent grassland?
(4) Can microclimate feedbacks induce bistability in woody vegetation dynamics under climate
warming? To what extent can climate warming lead to a critical transition to the woodland
state?
(5) How does the spatial patterning of woody plants change over time as they encroach into
grasslands?
(6) Can such a spatial patterning serve as an early warning signal of critical transitions to
2

woody plant dominance in coastal ecosystems?
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CHAPTER 1
The competitive advantage of C4 grasses over CAM plants under increased rainfall
variability
Reference: Huang, H., Yu, K., Fan, Y., D’Odorico, P. 2019. The competitive advantage of C4
grasses over CAM plants under increased rainfall variability. Plant and Soil. 442:483-495.
1.1 Abstract
The intensity of extreme rainfall events is increasing in many regions of the world, with
important impacts on community dynamics and ecosystem functioning especially in waterlimited ecosystems. The impact of the intensification of extreme precipitation on mixed
communities of CAM plants and dryland C4 grasses remains poorly understood. Through a set
of greenhouse experiments we investigated the effect of increasing intraseasonal rainfall
variability on two separate pairs of CAM and C4 grass species (C. imbricata and B. eriopoda; O.
phaeacantha and B. curtipendula) that coexist in arid grasslands across the southwest USA. The
increased rainfall variability did not significantly change the biomass of C. imbricata while
increasing the biomass of B. eriopoda when these two species coexisted. More extreme rainfall
regimes caused a 24.8% decrease in B. curtipendula (grass) biomass, compared with a 71.3%
decline in the O. phaeacantha CAM plant. Significantly lower nocturnal carbon assimilation
rates and higher stem volume-to-surface area ratios were found in CAM plants in mixture than in
monoculture. Our study suggests that C4 grasses may outcompete CAM plants through greater
access to deep soil water under increased rainfall variability and highlights the important role of
hydrologic conditions as determinants of the competitive relations between CAM plants and
grasses, their community composition, and ecological resilience in dryland ecosystems.
1.2 Introduction
Global climate models project an overall increase in extreme rainfall regimes worldwide with
less frequent but more intense rainfall events (i.e., increasing rainfall variability), even in regions
where the mean annual precipitation remains constant (Smith 2011; IPCC 2013; Fischer et al.
2013). This ongoing change, as confirmed by many empirical studies, has significant influences
on many ecological and hydrological processes such as vegetation productivity and
evapotranspiration, and further affects community dynamics, ecosystem structure, and carbon
sequestration (Fay et al. 2000; Adler et al. 2006; Knapp et al. 2008; Thomey et al. 2011;
D’Odorico et al. 2012; Thornton et al. 2014; Gherardi and Sala 2015; Rudgers et al. 2018).
While ecosystem response to climate change has been investigated in terms of changes in
precipitation means on plant growth and productivity (Wu et al. 2011), the effects of climate
variability on community dynamics has remained poorly understood. Addressing this
challenging question is crucial to predict vegetation dynamics and community composition under
projected climatic changes although different survival capacities among plant species under
resource (e.g., water) interpulse also contribute to the changes in community composition
(Goldberg 1997).
Drylands cover 41% of the Earth’s land surface and contribute nearly 40% to the global net
primary productivity (Hillel and Rosenzweig 2002). In these ecosystems the limited water
availability is a major constraint on plant growth and biomass production (Knapp et al. 2002;
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Reynolds et al. 2007). Climate models predict increased extreme rainfall events and aridity in
many drylands worldwide, including the southwestern USA (Seager et al. 2007). These changes
in hydrologic conditions may cause dramatic shifts in species composition (Maestre et al. 2012).
For example, changes in the mean and variability of precipitation and temperature can favor
shrub encroachment in arid and semiarid grasslands, a phenomenon that has been widely
documented in the southwestern USA and southern Africa (D’Odorico and Bhattachan 2012;
Kulmatiski and Beard 2013). Changes in rainfall regimes have also been associated with drought
stress and widespread mortality in tree communities (Van Mantgem et al. 2009; Anderegg et al.
2013; Allen et al. 2015), further demonstrating that changes in rainfall regimes can reshape
ecosystem dynamics and their stability. Previous studies in dryland ecosystems have primarily
focused on the response of woody plants and grass species to global change (Knapp et al. 2002,
D’Odorico et al. 2012, Fan et al. 2019). However, little is known about the way other plant
functional groups such as plants with Crassulacean Acid Metabolism (CAM) photosynthesis will
respond to global changes in precipitation regimes (but see Yu et al. 2016, 2017a,b).
CAM plants have recently received increasing attention from the science community because of
their potential use as biofuel and food crops in dryland regions (Borland et al. 2009; Davis et al
2014; Yu et al. 2018). CAM plants are characterized by nocturnal CO2 fixation, high water use
efficiency (WUE) and drought resistance (Lüttge 2004; Borland et al. 2009, 2011). These
features enable CAM plants to outcompete many C3 or C4 species under drought stress, which
may explain their increasing dominance in many drylands worldwide (Drennan and Nobel 2000;
Cushaman and Borland 2002; Borland et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2017b).
Several studies suggest that changes in weather (e.g., temperature and rainfall) or increase in
atmospheric CO2 concentrations could be major drivers of CAM plant expansion in drylands
(e.g., Drennan and Nobel 2000; Borland et al. 2009; Reyes-García and Andrade 2009). A recent
study found the existence of competitive advantage of a constitute CAM species (Cylindropuntia
imbricata) over C4 grass (Bouteloua eriopoda) under drought and CO2 enrichment conditions
(Yu et al. 2019). Likewise, drought and increased nitrogen deposition can alter the competitive
relationships between a facultative CAM species (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum) and a C3
grass (Bromus mollis) (Yu et al. 2017a). However, it remains unclear how CAM plants and their
competitive relationships with other functional groups may respond to increased rainfall
variability.
The competition of CAM plants with other functional groups depends, among other factors, on
the frequency and intensity of rainfall, soil texture, rainfall gradient, and plant traits (i.e.,
tolerance to drought, growth rate, root depth) (Yu et al. 2018). CAM plants are typically
succulents (i.e., plants that can store substantial amounts of water) and therefore they can endure
long and intense drought (Lüttge 2004). This trait would allow CAM plants to outcompete C3 or
C4 plants in situations with long and intense drought. In other situations, other functional groups
(e.g., grasses with high grow rates) can be more efficient in soil water uptake and quickly take up
soil water right after rainfall pulses (Williams and Albertson 2006), thereby outcompeting CAM
plants in the use of soil moisture. CAM plants typically have shallow roots (Lüttge 2004) and
thus may be disfavored in the competition with other functional groups (i.e., grasses with deeper
roots) in response to increased rainfall variability, which increases drainage and soil moisture
into the deeper soil layer. CAM plants, however, may adapt to increased rainfall variability by
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altering root morphology and physiology to increase plant water uptake (Lüttge 2004; Ogburn
and Edwards 2010), thus improving their ability to compete with grasses.
In this study, we focused on two pairs CAM plants and C4 grasses (Cylindropuntia imbricata
with Bouteloua eriopoda, and Opuntia phaeacantha with Bouteloua curtipendula) which are
found to coexist in desert ecosystems across the southwestern United States and Chihuahuan
desert (Yu et al. 2019). Both CAM species (i.e., C. imbricata and O. phaeacantha) are increasing
their abundance in these regions (Benson and Walkington 1965; Yu et al. 2019). For example,
Yu et al. (2019) show that C. imbricata has expanded its destitution in native desert grasslands
from 1993 to 2015. However, it is still unknown whether this phenomenon is contributed by
changes in rainfall regimes, in particular rainfall variability. Therefore, the analysis of general
patterns in the physiological responses of CAM species and their competitive interactions with
co-existing grasses could be crucial to explain the expansion of CAM plants in arid and semiarid regions worldwide. In this study, we investigate the effect of increasing rainfall variability
on the competitive relationships between CAM plants and grasses through measurements of
biomass, morphological and physiological traits, which will provide insights into the responses
of CAM-grass communities under climate change.
1.3 Materials and Methods
1.3.1 Experimental design
To increase the speed and success rate of seed germination, seeds of the two CAM plant species,
Cylindropuntia imbricata and Opuntia phaeacantha, were soaked in warm water overnight and
then germinated in plastic trays in a Temperature Incubator 815 (Precision Scientific, Chicago,
IL, USA) at 33°C/22°C Daytime/Nighttime on June 10th, 2018. Seeds of the two C4 grass
species, Bouteloua eriopoda and Bouteloua curtipendula, were germinated in plastic trays in the
Oxford Tract Greenhouse facility at the University of California, Berkeley on June 15th, 2018.
Seeds were watered regularly to eliminate the water stress on germination. CAM seedlings were
moved to the greenhouse two weeks before transplantation. On July 31th, both CAM and grass
seedlings were transplanted into plastic pots (15 cm in diameter and 13 cm in height) filled with
6:1 Metromix 200 and Turface mix. Given the relatively small pot size, plants were paired and
planted in monoculture (4 individuals) or mixture (2 individuals of CAM species and 2
individuals of grass species).
To better mimic natural environments, we measured the hydraulic conductivity of soil with a
variety of Metromix 200:Turface ratios using a mini disk infiltrometer (Decagon, Pullman, WA,
USA). A suction of 2 cm was used, and the saturated hydraulic conductivity was determined
based on the infiltration data (Zhang 1997). A mixture in a ratio of 6:1 was used in this study
because the average hydraulic conductivity of this soil was 3.72 × 10-5 m/s, which was similar
with the values measured in the field in Chihuahuan desert reported by Ravi et al. (2009).
To investigate the effect of future rainfall regimes on biomass production in CAM plants and
grasses as well as their interactions, we conducted a greenhouse experiment with a randomized
block design (Figure S1) in which pots with five replicates in both monoculture and mixture
were subjected to three levels of intraseasonal rainfall variability treatments (V1, V2 and V3)
over 90 days. V1 is the control treatment which reflects the current natural rainfall pattern, while
V2 and V3 treatments represent the increased extreme rainfall intensities to simulate future
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rainfall regimes. Watering intensity and frequency were based on the average of 30-year data of
growing season precipitation in Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge (150 ± 13 mm; mean ±SE,
Petrie et al. 2014) where C. imbricata and B. eriopoda coexist (Miller et al. 2009), and Cabeza
Prieta National Wildlife Refuge (90 ±8 mm; mean ±SE), where O. phaeacantha and B.
curtipendula coexist. For C. imbricata and B. eriopoda, pots were watered with sprinklers 5 mm
(i.e., 0.5 cm × pot area 176 cm2 = 88 ml) every three days in V1 treatment, 10 mm (176 ml)
every six days in V2 treatment and 15 mm (264 ml) every nine days in V3 treatment; for O.
phaeacantha and B. curtipendula, pots were watered 3 mm (53 ml) every three days in V1
treatment, 6 mm (106 ml) every six days in V2 treatment and 9 mm (159 ml) every nine days in
V3 treatment. Plants were fertilized with 20-20-20 Peters professional solution (100 ppm
nitrogen) every nine days to ensure that plant growth is not nutrient limited. The daily
temperatures in the greenhouse ranged from 17°C to 33°C to reflect the natural conditions and
the photosynthetically photon flux density (PPFD) was 700-900 umol m-2 s-1 from 7 am to 7 pm.
1.3.2 Individual gas exchange measurements
Gas exchange measurements were carried out on both CAM plants on August 2nd, August 20th,
September 7th, September 25th, October 13th and October 31th. The whole-plant gas exchange
of C. imbricata and O. phaeacantha was measured three times for each of the five replicates in
each rainfall treatment at a constant temperature of 25°C using a customized Plexiglas
cylindrical chamber (7 cm in diameter and 12.5 cm in height) (Yu et al. 2019) mounted on a LiCor 6400XT portable photosynthesis system (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE). The chamber is closed on
one end and has a hole (1.5 cm in diameter) on the other which was sealed after the CAM stem
was inserted into the chamber using silicone putty air plugs during gas exchange measurements
to exclude soil respiration (see also Yu et al. 2019). The whole-plant net photosynthetic rate (P,
nmol s-1) was calculated as the recorded specific photosynthetic rate (umol m-2 s-1) multiplied by
the area of leaf cuvette (i.e., 2 cm × 3 cm) (Yu et al. 2019).
1.3.3 Soil moisture measurements
Soil moisture in the upper layer (~ 6 cm) was measured on November 1st in each pot using a soil
moisture sensor (Waterscout SMEC300, Spectrum Technologies Inc., Plainfield, IL, USA) to
investigate the difference in water consumption capacity of plants under different treatments and
growing conditions (monoculture versus mixture). The sensor was inserted into the soil at the
center of the pot and the volumetric water content was recorded when the reading became
constant.
1.3.4 Biomass and stem volume-to-surface area (V:S) ratio
Plants were then harvested on November 1-4th to measure above- and below-ground biomass.
CAM plants and grasses grown in mixture were separated and all plant individuals were then
divided into above-ground and below-ground biomass (i.e., shoots and roots, respectively). The
soil was carefully removed from the plant root systems to minimize the loss of fine roots. The
small amount of roots remaining in the soil were differentiated between CAM and grass species
based on color, diameter and shape. All the samples were then prepared to determine the fresh
mass (Mf) and then dried at 65°C for 72 h to measure the dry mass (Md) of shoots and roots, and
then aggregated to individual total dry biomass. The root-to-shoot biomass (R:S) ratios were
calculated for CAM plants and/or grasses in each pot. The stem volume-to-surface area ratio
(V:S ratio) varies by nearly two orders of magnitude among cactus species (Mauseth 2000) and
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has been suggested to reflect the physiological responses of CAM plants to climate related
stresses such as droughts (Williams et al. 2014). Therefore, V:S ratio may change in response to
environmental stress or strong competition. Since the ribs of 3-month-old columnar cacti C.
imbricata are negligible, the V:S ratio can be estimated by
1
 D2h 1
4
V : S=
= D,
 Dh
4
where h is the plant height and D is the stem diameter (Mauseth 2000; Williams et al. 2014). The
stem diameter (mm) of C. imbricata was measured using a digital Vernier caliper with a
resolution of 0.01 mm at three locations along the stem (top, middle and bottom) and averaged
for each individual plant.
1.3.5 Statistical analyses
We conducted data analyses separately for each pair of CAM and grass species. We first
compared the variable of interest among rainfall treatments for each combination of species and
growing conditions (i.e., monoculture and mixture) to detect whether differences among
treatments were significant. Then we compared the variable between monoculture and mixture
for each species in each rainfall treatment to test the significance of the difference. In total, 225
pairwise comparisons of the means of individual traits and soil moisture were made. The
significance of differences in the mean of each variable between species (C1 versus G1, and C2
versus G2), rainfall treatments (V1, V2 and V3) or time were determined respectively using
Tukey’s test through TukeyHSD function from R base packages (α = 0.05). The effects of
rainfall treatment, competition (intra- and interspecific competition) and species as well as their
interactions on individual total biomass and R:S ratio, were analyzed using the linear mixedeffects models with block as a random factor from the “lme4” package in R (Bates et al. 2015).
The effects of rainfall treatment, competition and time as well as their interactions on individual
CO2 exchange rate of CAM plants, were also analyzed using the linear mixed-effects models
with individual as a random factor. All the statistical analyses and plots were made in R (version
3.4.3, R Development Core Team 2017).
1.4 Results
1.4.1 The effect of rainfall variability on plant total biomass
The increase in rainfall variability did not affect the total biomass of CAM species C. imbricata
either in monoculture or mixture (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.111, Figure 1A). Increased rainfall
variability from V1 to V2 did not lead to a significant difference in the total biomass of grass
species B. eriopoda in monoculture (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.885) but there was a significant
decrease from V2 to V3 treatment (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.037). For B. eriopoda in mixture,
there was a significant increase in biomass in V2 with respect to V1 (Tukey HSD test, P =
0.003), and a further significant increase from V2 to V3 (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.023, Figure 1A).
The biomass of C. imbricata was significantly higher in monoculture than that in mixture in V2
and V3 treatments (Tukey HSD test, both P < 0.025) but no significant difference was detected
in V1 treatment (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.421). The biomass of B. eriopoda was significantly
lower in monoculture than that in mixture regardless of rainfall treatment (Tukey HSD test, all P
< 0.001). These findings were further corroborated by the result of the linear mixed-effects
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model that species, rainfall variability treatment and competition as well as their interactions had
all significant effects on the total biomass of C. imbricata and B. eriopoda (Table 1).

Figure 1. Individual total biomass (TB, g) of two pairs of CAM (C1: Cylindropuntia
imbricata; C2: Opuntia phaeacantha) and C4 grass species (G1: Bouteloua eriopoda; G2:
Bouteloua curtipendula) in monoculture (C1, G1, C2, G2) and mixture (C1M, G1M, C2M,
G2M) in each of the three rainfall treatments (V1, V2 and V3). Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
Similarly, the total biomass of CAM species O. phaeacantha both in monoculture and mixture
was statistically indistinguishable between the V1 and V2 or between the V2 and V3 rainfall
treatments (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.111, Figure 1B), whereas a significant decrease in the
biomass was found in the V3 treatment with respect to V1 in mixture conditions (Tukey HSD
test, P = 0.021). A significant lower B. curtipendula biomass was found in monoculture in the
V2 treatment compared with V1 (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.021), while a further increase in rainfall
variability (V3) did not significantly influence the B. curtipendula biomass with respect to V2
(Tukey HSD test, P = 0.588). While in mixture, a moderate increase in rainfall variability (from
V1 to V2) did not show a significant effect on the biomass of B. curtipendula (Tukey HSD test,
P = 0.078), a stronger increase in rainfall variability (from V1 to V3) resulted in a significantly
lower biomass (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.017). The biomass of O. phaeacantha in monoculture and
mixture were statistically indistinguishable in both the V1 and V2 treatments (Tukey HSD test,
both P > 0.150) but the biomass was significantly lower in mixture than in monoculture in the
V3 treatment (Tukey HSD test, P < 0.001). However, the biomass of B. curtipendula in mixture
was significantly higher than in monoculture regardless of rainfall variability treatment (Tukey
HSD test, all P < 0.001). The analysis of the linear mixed-effects model showed that the effects
of species, rainfall variability treatment and competition as well as their pairwise interactions on
the total biomass were all significant (Table 1).
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Table 1. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of species, rainfall
variability treatment and competition as well as their interactions on individual total
biomass. Block was treated as a random factor.
𝛘2

d.f.

P value

Species

1646.75

1

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment

6.75

2

0.0343 *

Competition

129.60

1

< 0.0001 ***

Species: rainfall treatment

17.56

2

0.0002 ***

Species: competition

335.82

1

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: competition

13.10

2

0.0014 **

Species: rainfall treatment: competition

57.36

2

< 0.0001 ***

Species

407.67

1

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment

27.27

2

< 0.0001 ***

Competition

53.45

1

< 0.0001 ***

Species: rainfall treatment

8.86

2

0.0119 *

Species: competition

144.88

1

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: competition

10.12

2

0.0063 **

Species: rainfall treatment: competition

2.67

2

0.2637

Source
C. imbricata and B. eriopoda

O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula

*indicates the degree of significance test by Wald chi-squared test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P <
0.001

1.4.2 The effect of rainfall variability on plant root-to-shoot biomass ratio (R:S ratio)
The R:S ratio of C. imbricata was not significantly different among rainfall variability treatments
both in monoculture and mixture (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.232, Figure 2A). The R:S ratio of B.
eriopoda in monoculture decreased significantly when rainfall variability increased from V1 to
V2 (Tukey HSD test, P < 0.001) but no significant difference was detected between V2 and V3
treatments (Tukey HSD test, P < 0.941). Increasing rainfall variability did not affect the R:S ratio
of B. eriopoda in mixture (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.297). In the V1 treatment, the R:S ratio of
C. imbricata in monoculture was significantly lower than that in mixture (Tukey HSD test, P =
0.015) and by contrast, the R:S ratio of B. eriopoda in monoculture was significantly higher than
that in mixture (Tukey HSD test, P < 0.001). There was no significant difference in the R:S ratio
between monoculture and mixture for either species in the V2 treatment (Tukey HSD test, both
P > 0.071). A significantly lower R:S ratio of C. imbricata was found in monoculture in the V3
treatment (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.046) while there was no significant difference between
monoculture and mixture for B. eriopoda (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.487). The results of linear
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mixed-effects model further demonstrated the significant impacts of rainfall variability and its
interactions with other factors on the R:S ratio of C. imbricata (all P < 0.010, Table S1).
In monoculture conditions, a moderate increase in rainfall variability (V2) did not cause a
significant effect on the R:S ratio of O. phaeacantha (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.051) but a strong
increase in rainfall variability (V3) significantly increased the R:S ratio with respect to V1
(Tukey HSD test, P = 0.001, Figure 2B). The R:S ratio of O. phaeacantha in mixture was not
significantly different among rainfall variability treatments (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.240). The
R:S ratio of B. curtipendula in monoculture decreased significantly as the rainfall variability
increased from V1 to V2 (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.035) but a further increase from V2 to V3 did
not significantly affect the R:S ratio (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.757). Similar to the case of O.
phaeacantha, no significant difference in the R:S ratio of B. curtipendula was observed among
rainfall variability treatments in mixture conditions (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.771). The R:S
ratio of O. phaeacantha was significantly lower in monoculture than in mixture in V1 treatment
(Tukey HSD test, P = 0.043) while no significant difference was observed in V2 and V3
treatments (Tukey HSD test, both P > 0.097). The R:S ratio of B. curtipendula in monoculture
was statistically similar to that in mixture in V1 and V2 treatments (Tukey HSD test, both P >
0.074) but was significantly higher than that in mixture in V3 treatment (Tukey HSD test, P =
0.012). The results of linear mixed-effects model suggested that the overall impact of rainfall
variability on the R:S ratio of O. phaeacantha was significant (P = 0.007, Table S1).

Figure 2. Root-to-shoot biomass ratio (R:S ratio) of two pairs of CAM (C1: Cylindropuntia
imbricata; C2: Opuntia phaeacantha) and C4 grass species (G1: Bouteloua eriopoda; G2:
Bouteloua curtipendula) in monoculture (C1, G1, C2, G2) and mixture (C1M, G1M, C2M,
G2M) in each of the three rainfall treatments (V1, V2 and V3). Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
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1.4.3 The effect of rainfall variability on shallow soil water content
Increasing rainfall variability from V1 to V2 and from V2 to V3 both significantly decreased the
soil water content in C. imbricata monoculture pots (Tukey HSD test, both P < 0.002, Figure
3A), while the decline in soil water content in B. eriopoda monoculture pots was only significant
when rainfall variability increased from V1 to V3 (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.010). The soil water
content in mixture pots of C. imbricata and B. eriopoda decreased from V1 to V2 treatment
(Tukey HSD test, P = 0.001) and was statistically similar in the V2 and V3 treatments (Tukey
HSD test, P = 0.721). The soil water content in C. imbricata monoculture pots was significantly
higher than that in B. eriopoda monoculture pots and mixture pots regardless of rainfall
treatment (Tukey HSD test, all P < 0.001), while there was no significant difference between B.
eriopoda monoculture pots and mixture pots (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.205).
The soil water content in O. phaeacantha monoculture pots was reduced significantly only when
rainfall variability increased from V1 to V3 (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.011, Figure 3B). In B.
curtipendula monoculture pots, soil water content did not differ statistically between V1 and V2
treatments but was significantly higher in V3 treatment than in V1 and V2 treatments (Tukey
HSD test, both P < 0.001). The soil water content in mixture pots declined significantly from V1
to V2 treatment (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.046) but remained statistically indistinguishable
between V2 and V3 treatments (Tukey HSD test, both P > 0.131). The soil water content in O.
phaeacantha monoculture pots was statistically higher than that in B. curtipendula monoculture
pots and mixture pots in all rainfall treatments (Tukey HSD test, all P < 0.037) except that the
difference between O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula monoculture pots was statistically
insignificant in V3 treatment (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.498). The soil water content between B.
curtipendula monoculture pots and mixture pots was statistically similar regardless of rainfall
treatment (Tukey HSD test, all > 0.254).

Figure 3. Shallow soil moisture (%) in monoculture (C1, G1, C2, G2) and mixture (M1,
M2) in each of the three rainfall variability treatments (V1, V2 and V3). Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals.
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1.4.4 The effect of rainfall variability on CAM CO2 assimilation rate
The increase in rainfall variability did not have significant effects on the CO2 assimilation rate of
C. imbricata in monoculture at all stages examined in this study (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.056)
except that the CO2 assimilation rate was significantly higher in the V3 treatment than in V1 and
V2 treatments on October 12 (Tukey HSD test, both P < 0.001, Figure 4A). Similarly, the CO2
assimilation rate of C. imbricata in mixture did not differ among the three rainfall treatments at
all ontogenetic stages (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.216) except that a strong increase in rainfall
variability (V3) led to a significant increase with respect to V1 treatment on October 12 (Tukey
HSD test, P = 0.018). The difference in CO2 assimilation rate of C. imbricata between
monoculture and mixture conditions was not significant among rainfall variability treatments on
August 1 and 19 (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.090), but the CO2 assimilation rate was significantly
higher in monoculture than in mixture in V3 treatment on September 7 (Tukey HSD test, P =
0.018) and in all rainfall treatments on and after September 25 (Tukey HSD test, all P < 0.043).
The result of the linear mixed-effects model indicated that rainfall variability, competition and
time as well as their interactions all significantly affected CO2 assimilation rate of C. imbricata
(all P < 0.002, Table S2).

Figure 4. Ontogenetic changes in individual nocturnal CO2 exchange rate (nmol/s) of two
CAM species (C1: Cylindropuntia imbricata; C2: Opuntia phaeacantha) in monoculture (C1,
C2) and mixture (C1M, C2M) in each of the three rainfall treatments (V1, V2 and V3).
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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The effect of rainfall variability treatments on CO2 assimilation rate of O. phaeacantha in
monoculture was not significant at all stages (Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.074) except that a
significant decrease in CO2 assimilation was found from V1 to V2 treatment on October 30
(Tukey HSD test, P = 0.025, Figure 4B). In mixture conditions, the difference in CO2
assimilation among rainfall treatments was not significant from August 1 to September 25
(Tukey HSD test, all P > 0.059), while the CO2 assimilation rate was significantly higher in V3
treatment than in V1 and V2 treatments on October 12 (Tukey HSD test, both P < 0.010) and
significantly lower in V3 treatment than in V2 treatment (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.004). The
difference in CO2 assimilation rate between monoculture and mixture conditions was not
significant regardless of rainfall treatment from August 1 to September 25 (Tukey HSD test, all
P > 0.050), but the CO2 assimilation rate was significantly higher in monoculture than in mixture
in both V1 and V2 treatments on October 12 (Tukey HSD test, both P > 0.005) and in both V1
and V3 treatments on October 30. In general, the analysis of the linear mixed-effects model
suggested that the effect of rainfall variability was not significant (P = 0.139), while its
interactions with competition and time showed significant impacts on CO2 assimilation of O.
phaeacantha (all P < 0.041, Table S2).
1.4.5 The effect of rainfall variability on stem volume-to-surface area ratio (V:S ratio) of C.
imbricata
The V:S ratio of C. imbricata in monoculture decreased significantly when rainfall variability
increased from V1 to V2 (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.024), while a further increase in rainfall
variability (V3) did not lead to a significant difference between the V2 and V3 treatments (Tukey
HSD test, P = 0.300, Figure 5). The ratio of C. imbricata in mixture decreased significantly
when rainfall variability increased from V1 to V2 (Tukey HSD test, P < 0.001), and further
declined from V2 to V3 (Tukey HSD test, P = 0.019). The V:S ratio of C. imbricata in
monoculture was significantly lower than in mixture regardless of rainfall variability treatment
(Tukey HSD test, all P < 0.013).

Figure 5. Stem volume-to-surface area ratio (V:S ratio, mm3 mm-2) of CAM species C.
imbricata in monoculture (C1) and mixture (C1M) in each of the three rainfall treatments
(V1, V2 and V3). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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1.5 Discussion
The findings in this study show that C4 grasses may outcompete CAM plants under increased
rainfall variability. The increase in rainfall variability decreased the biomass of B. eriopoda in
monoculture. It however, significantly increased the biomass of B. eriopoda in mixture (Figure
1A). Although both O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula responded negatively to the increase in
rainfall variability, only a 24.8% decrease in biomass was found in B. curtipendula compared
with a 71.3% decline in O. phaeacantha (Figure 1B). Additionally, the biomass of both grass
species in mixture with CAM plants was significantly higher than that in monoculture while the
individual biomass of both CAM species in mixture was significantly lower than that in
monoculture (Figure 1), suggesting that grasses benefit from coexisting with CAM plants. The
higher R:S ratio of both CAM species (in V1 and V3 treatments for C. imbricata and V1
treatment for O. phaeacantha) and lower R:S ratio of both grass species (in V1 treatment for B.
eriopoda and V3 treatment for B. curtipendula) in mixture than in monoculture can be attributed
to the fact that CAM plants tend to allocate more biomass to roots for better access to soil water
when coexisting with grasses (Yu et al. 2017a) while grasses experience less interspecific
competition than intraspecific competition likely due to the spatial niche partitioning of root
systems between CAM plants and grasses (Yu et al. 2018).
The high WUE of CAM plants (Lüttge 2004) allows grasses in mixture to absorb more water
from the soil and promotes the growth of grasses. The soil moisture in the upper layer generally
decreased with increasing rainfall variability (Figure 3), which may result from more rapid
infiltration due to the relatively coarse soil texture used in this study and prolonged dry periods
between rainfall events under increased rainfall variability conditions. These results suggest that
deep-rooted plants can gain a competitive advantage over shallow-rooted plants in acquiring
deep soil water under increased rainfall variability, which is consistent with previous studies
(Kulmatiski and Beard 2013; Munson et al. 2013). Our study found that although CAM plants
have strong drought resistance (Lüttge 2004), more extreme rainfall inputs can alter soil water
distribution, increase deeper soil moisture and consequently increase the competitive advantage
of grasses over CAM plants. This implies that grasses can fully take advantage of deeper soil
moisture caused by increased rainfall variability thereby indirectly reducing CAM plant biomass
production. We also note that the decreased biomass of CAM species C. imbricata in mixture
might be partially attributed to the shading effect of co-existing grass species B. eriopoda during
the later stage of the experiment, which can negatively affect the daytime carbon assimilation in
CAM plants.
The carbon assimilation rate of both CAM species was significantly reduced in mixture versus in
monoculture especially at the final measurement stage (Figure 4), which indicates the negative
physiological responses of CAM plants to the strong competition for available water with
grasses. The lower instantaneous photosynthesis of CAM plants in mixture is responsible for the
observed decrease in biomass since photosynthesis directly determines biomass production
(Wang et al. 2015). This metabolic difference can be further illustrated by changes in
morphological traits. Our results show that the V:S ratio of C. imbricata was significantly higher
in mixture than in monoculture in all rainfall variability scenarios (Figure 5). This may indicate
that CAM plants tend to increase their V:S ratio in order to reduce transpiration and water loss
when they are in competition for soil moisture with grasses, although it decreased photosynthesis
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which was confirmed by the significant decline in nocturnal carbon assimilation of C. imbricata
in mixture compared with C. imbricata in monoculture (Figure 4). Variations in stem V:S ratio
can be considered as a morphological strategy of many CAM species to adapt to soil water
dynamics in arid environments because stem surface area determines the photosynthetic capacity
while stem volume constrains the storage of carbon, water and nutrients (Williams et al. 2004).
Under water stress, a higher stem V:S ratio may be favored to ensure high storage of water as
well as non-structural carbohydrates to maintain growth and development. However, this reduces
carbon assimilation due to restricted surface area and further limit plant growth. Therefore, the
functional trade-off in maximum growth versus drought tolerance is related with stem V:S ratio
and determines the sensitivity of CAM plants to climate change (Mauseth 2000; Williams et al.
2004). Interestingly, increasing rainfall variability decreased the stem V:S ratio of C. imbricata in
both monoculture and mixture (Figure 5), indicating that CAM plants tend to increase their
photosynthetic capacity to maximize their survival and growth under higher rainfall variability
when grasses show a competitive advantage over CAM plants. Though adjusting V:S ratio was
suggested as a common strategy when CAM plants encounter long-term drought conditions, our
study indicates that strong competition with grasses may also force CAM plants to develop
morphological changes under drought stress to minimize water loss.
Previous work has examined the impacts of increasing aridity and CO2 enrichment on the growth
of C. imbricata and its competitive relationship with B. eriopoda (Yu et al. 2019), but it is still
unclear how rainfall variability could affect CAM-grass interactions. This study shows that
increasing rainfall variability alone favors C4 grasses over CAM plants. Although CAM plants
are drought resistant, large rainfall inputs can cause deeper drainage and significantly reduce soil
moisture at shallow depths where roots of CAM plants are mainly distributed (Knapp et al. 2008;
Kulmatiski and Beard 2013; Gherardi and Sala 2015). Moreover, the increased deep soil
moisture caused by extreme rainfall events can be accessible by grass roots, which promotes
grass biomass production and its competitive advantage over CAM plants. Our study suggests
that changes in rainfall variability is one of the major climate drivers that can alter plant
interactions and species composition in dryland ecosystems given the extremely limited water
availability.
It has been widely recognized that while the total amount of precipitation remains constant, the
changes in the variability of rainfall regimes can exhibit substantial influences on plant
individual growth and interspecific interactions, therefore further impacting community
composition as well as ecosystem functioning and services (Fay et al. 2000; Adler et al. 2006;
Knapp et al. 2008; Thornton et al. 2014; Gherardi and Sala 2015; Rudgers et al. 2018; MarchSalas and Fitze 2019). Despite the importance of mean annual precipitation for plant growth and
productivity at large scales (Heisler-White et al. 2008), changes in intra-seasonal rainfall
variability may alter ecohydrological processes such as infiltration and evapotranspiration at
local scale, and therefore also have significant influences on vegetation dynamics (Knapp et al.
2002; Harper et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2018). Our study indicates that increases in rainfall variability
alone may not favor CAM expansion. Instead, more extreme rainfall events can cause deeper
infiltration of soil water thereby facilitating grass biomass production. We should note that other
climate factors such as global warming and increased CO2 concentrations may also play an
important role in determining the interactions between CAM plants and grasses and therefore
their relative abundance. Additionally, plant survival capacity during resource (e.g., water)
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interpulse can also affect plant community composition and dynamics in environments with low
resource availability (Goldberg and Novoplansky 1997). Finally, we cannot exclude that the
results of this study might be affected the pot size, as bigger pots would have allowed to
accommodate a greater number of plant individuals. In this study, however, we did not evaluate
the sensitivity of our result to the pot size. Further experimental work is needed to test how
climate variables jointly impact the CAM-grass coexistence to better predict the structure and
dynamics of dryland ecosystems under ongoing climate change.
1.6 Conclusion
Our study provides novel evidence that increasing rainfall variability can suppress CAM biomass
production due to decreased shallow soil water availability and thus favor coexisting C4 grasses.
Besides the decline in nocturnal carbon assimilation, CAM plants can also develop
morphological changes through increasing stem V:S ratio when coexisting with grasses to reduce
water loss from transpiration and maintain growth, development and reproduction. Stem V:S
ratio therefore is indicative of the trade-off in growth capacity versus water storage capacity. Our
study suggests that soil water distribution significantly regulates the biomass production of CAM
plants and its competitive relationships with coexisting grass species and highlights the crucial
role of rainfall variability as well as other climate drivers and plant survival capacity under
drought stress during rainfall interpulse in shifting the community composition and ecosystem
productivity in drylands.
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1.8 Supplemental information
Figure S1. The randomized block design in this study illustrated by one of the five blocks
(90 pots in total). Each block consisted of 18 randomly distributed pots representing different
species and treatment combinations. V1, V2 and V3 represent three levels of rainfall treatments
as shown by different colors. C and G refer to CAM and grass monoculture pots, respectively.
C1: Cylindropuntia imbricata; G1: Bouteloua eriopoda; M1: C1 and G1 in mixture; C2: Opuntia
phaeacantha; G2: Bouteloua curtipendula; M2: C2 and G2 in mixture.
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Table S1. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of species, rainfall
variability treatment and competition as well as their interactions on belowground to
aboveground biomass ratio (R:S ratio). Block was treated as a random factor.
𝛘2

d.f.

P value

Species

0.20

1

0.6512

Rainfall treatment

40.63

2

< 0.0001 ***

Competition

0.07

1

0.7877

Species: rainfall treatment

9.63

2

0.0081 **

Species: competition

42.89

1

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: competition

15.63

2

0.0004 ***

Species: rainfall treatment: competition

9.26

2

0.0097 **

Species

229.86

1

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment

10.06

2

0.0065 **

Competition

1.10

1

0.2943

Species: rainfall treatment

3.57

2

0.1680

Species: competition

21.99

1

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: competition

1.34

2

0.5118

Species: rainfall treatment: competition

7.48

2

0.0238 *

Source
C. imbricata and B. eriopoda

O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula

*indicates the degree of significance test by Wald chi-squared test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P <
0.001
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Table S2. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of rainfall
variability treatment, competition and time as well as their interactions on nocturnal CO2
exchange rate of C. imbricata and O. phaeacantha. Individual was treated as a random factor.
𝛘2

d.f.

P value

Rainfall treatment

36.30

2

< 0.0001 ***

Competition

166.15

1

< 0.0001 ***

Time

16683.74

5

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: Competition

12.58

2

0.0019 **

Rainfall treatment: Time

119.91

10

< 0.0001 ***

Competition: Time

166.79

5

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: Competition: Time

41.67

10

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment

3.94

2

0.1391

Competition

66.30

1

< 0.0001 ***

Time

12643.97

5

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: Competition

6.41

2

0.0405 *

Rainfall treatment: Time

28.12

10

0.0017**

Competition: Time

54.21

5

< 0.0001 ***

Rainfall treatment: Competition: Time

56.49

10

< 0.0001 ***

Source
C. imbricata

O. phaeacantha

*indicates the degree of significance test by Wald chi-squared test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P <
0.001
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CHAPTER 2
CAM plant expansion favored indirectly by asymmetric climate warming and increased
rainfall variability
Reference: Huang, H., Yu, K., D’Odorico, P. 2020. CAM plant expansion favored indirectly by
asymmetric climate warming and increased rainfall variability. Oecologia. 193:1–13.
2.1 Abstract
Recent observational evidence suggests that nighttime temperatures are increasing faster than
daytime temperatures while in some regions precipitation events are becoming less frequent and
more intense. The combined ecological impacts of these climatic changes on crassulacean acid
metabolism (CAM) plants and their interactions with other functional groups (i.e., grass
communities) remain poorly understood. Here we developed a growth chamber experiment to
investigate how two CAM-grass communities in desert ecosystems of the southwestern United
States and northern Mexico respond to asymmetric warming and increasing rainfall variability.
Grasses generally showed competitive advantages over CAM plants with increasing rainfall
variability under ambient temperature conditions. In contrast, asymmetric warming caused
mortality of both grass species (Bouteloua eriopoda and Bouteloua curtipendula) in both rainfall
treatments due to enhanced drought stress. Grass mortality indirectly favored CAM plants even
though the biomass of both CAM species Cylindropuntia imbricata and Opuntia phaeacantha
significantly decreased. The stem’s volume-to-surface ratio of C. imbricata was significantly
higher in mixture than in monoculture under ambient temperature (both P < 0.0014); however
the difference became insignificant under asymmetric warming (both P > 0.1625), suggesting
that warming weakens the negative effects of interspecific competition on CAM plant growth.
Our findings suggest that while the increase in intra-annual rainfall variability enhances grass
productivity, asymmetric warming may lead to grass mortality, thereby indirectly favoring the
expansion of co-existing CAM plants. This study provides novel experimental evidence showing
how the ongoing changes in global warming and rainfall variability affect CAM-grass growth
and interactions in dryland ecosystems.
2.2 Introduction
Future climate projections indicate the occurrence of changes in variability of weather variables
at multiple scales (IPCC, 2013). For example, empirical observations suggest that in many
regions of the world the minimum nighttime temperature (Tmin) is increasing more rapidly than
the maximum daytime temperature (Tmax), causing a decrease in the diurnal temperature range
(i.e., the difference between Tmax and Tmin) (Karl et al., 1993; Vose et al., 2005; Alexander et al.,
2006; Peng et al., 2013; Davy et al., 2016). As a result of climate warming, rainfall events tend to
become fewer but greater (Huntington, 2006; Durack et al., 2012) which can significantly alter
soil moisture distribution and create longer dry spells. However, few ecological studies have
investigated the consequences of altered variability, relative to the large number of studies
focusing on changes in the mean of climate variables (Parmesan & Yohe, 2003; Heisler-White et
al. 2008; D’Odorico & Bhattachan, 2012; Rudgers et al., 2018).
Drylands cover more than 40% of the global terrestrial land surface and account for nearly 40%
of the global net primary productivity (Hillel & Rosenzweig, 2002). Because of the limited soil
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water and nutrients as well as the sparse vegetation cover, drylands are particularly vulnerable to
changes in climate variables (Reynolds et al., 2007; Maestre et al., 2012). Land degradation and
desertification have been intensified in drylands over the last century due to climate warming and
anthropogenic activities (Fu et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2016). Climate models forecast a warming
of up to 4°C in these regions by 2100 (IPCC, 2013; Huang et al., 2016). This large scale
warming along with increased precipitation variability will cause a significant shift in species
composition and ecological resilience in dryland ecosystems (D’Odorico & Bhattachan, 2012;
Maestre et al., 2012). For example, it has been found that increasing precipitation variability
caused a dramatic decline in grass productivity but a significant increase in shrub productivity in
a Chihuahuan desert grassland (Gherardi & Sala, 2015).
Previous studies have primarily emphasized the ecological impacts of homogeneous climatic
warming or changes in rainfall amount (Sala et al., 1988; Knapp et al., 2002; Heisler-White et
al., 2008; D’Odorico & Bhattachan, 2012; Maestre et al., 2012), with little attention paid on how
ecosystems respond to the combined effects of asymmetric diurnal warming and increased intraseasonal rainfall variability. The asymmetric warming can significantly affect plant carbon
assimilation and productivity through the regulation of temperature-dependent biological rates
such as photosynthesis and respiration (Brown et al., 2004; McCormick et al., 2006; Peng et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2015). It has been proposed that nighttime warming increases plant
respiration (Ryan, 1991; Griffin et al., 2002), but the associated greater consumption of
carbohydrates can stimulate photosynthesis during the following day thereby leading to a net
positive carbon fixation in plants (Paul et al., 2001; McCormick et al., 2006), as evidenced by a
field warming experiment in a semi-arid steppe (Wan et al., 2009). However, the net effects of
asymmetric diurnal warming may vary among ecosystem types and also depend on the
interactive effects between global warming and other climate variables such as rainfall (Xia et
al., 2014; Collins et al., 2017). For instance, the increased precipitation variability is likely to
favor species with deep root systems such as woody plants with respect to shallow-rooted plants
(Kulmatiski & Beard, 2013; Gherardi & Sala, 2015), which may interfere with plant responses to
climate warming. Therefore, the combined effects of asymmetric diurnal warming and intraseasonal rainfall variability on vegetation growth and relative abundance among plant functional
groups remain highly uncertain.
Previous work on dryland vegetation response to climate change typically concentrated on the
dynamics of woody or grass species (Knapp et al., 2008; D’Odorico & Bhattachan, 2012;
Kulmatiski & Beard, 2013; Fan et al., 2019), while the response of plants with crassulacean acid
metabolism (CAM) and its interactions with other functional groups (i.e., grasses) has remained
poorly understood (Yu et al., 2017a, 2018, 2019; Huang et al. 2019). CAM plants are
ecologically important for maintaining ecosystem productivity in drylands and economically
valuable as food and bioenergy sources (Borland et al., 2009; Davis et al, 2014; Yu et al., 2018).
One of the key features in CAM plants is the nocturnal carbon assimilation, which allows them
to minimize water loss from transpiration. In addition, the adjustment of stem V:S ratio was
proposed as a morphological strategy of columnar cacti in response to environmental stresses
such as drought, as supported by the large variation in stem V:S ratio among cacti species
(Williams et al., 2014). The stem’s volume-to-surface area (V:S) ratio is indicative of the critical
trade-off between maximization of growth and minimization of water loss through transpiration
(Williams et al., 2014). Under relatively favorable hydrologic conditions, CAM stems tend to
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have lower V:S ratios to maximize photosynthetic assimilation, but this constrains the water
storage capacity due to the relatively limited stem volume. Likewise, climate-induced stresses
may induce CAM stems to optimize water use at the expense of declined photosynthesis and
growth through increasing V:S ratio (Mauseth, 2000; Williams et al., 2014; Hultine et al., 2016).
With high water use efficiency (WUE) and strong ability to tolerate drought, CAM plants are
expected to outcompete many other functional groups including C4 grasses in highly water
limited environments, especially under global climate change (Cushaman & Borland, 2002;
Borland et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2017a,b).
The effect of asymmetric nocturnal warming on CAM-grass communities can be intriguing
because of the ability of CAM plants to perform nocturnal carbon assimilation. Warming trends
may overall favor CAM plants because of the higher optimal temperature for nighttime
photosynthesis (Reyes-García & Andrade, 2009) and/or their reduced likelihood of freezing
damage during winter (Nobel, 1996) (direct effects). Moreover, CAM productivity can increase
as an indirect effect of the decreased productivity of other functional groups such as grasses, and
the consequent enhanced availability of moisture and other soil resources for CAM plants
(indirect effects). However, increasing nighttime temperatures may also cause stomatal closure
in CAM plants when temperature exceeds the optimal range (Osmond, 1978). As discussed
earlier, nighttime warming increases nocturnal respiration of grasses but may further stimulate
photosynthesis during the following day. In addition, increased rainfall variability pushes more
water into deep soil and favors the growth of deep-rooted grasses. However, on the other side, it
creates longer dry periods between rainfall events, which likely benefits CAM plants since
grasses are more vulnerable to drought and water stress (Yu et al., 2019). Therefore, the impact
of asymmetric warming in combination with increasing rainfall variability on the competitive
interactions between CAM plants and coexisting grasses remains elusive and experimental
evidence is extremely lacking. This has limited our accurate prediction of the whole-ecosystem
dynamics in response to global environmental change.
Empirical observations suggest that both of CAM species Cylindropuntia imbricata and Opuntia
phaeacantha are expanding their distribution range across the Chihuahuan desert (Benson &
Walkington, 1965; Yu et al., 2019). However, it is still unknown whether this phenomenon
results directly from the positive effects of climate change on CAM plant growth or indirectly
from negative climate impacts on other coexisting plant functional types such as grasses. In this
study, we experimentally investigated the growth of C. imbricata and O. phaeacantha and their
interactions with coexisting C4 grass species (Bouteloua eriopoda and Bouteloua curtipendula
respectively) under future temperature and rainfall patterns. Specifically, we asked: (1) Does
increasing rainfall variability promote the growth of grasses due to enhanced deep soil water
availability? (2) Does asymmetric warming favor CAM plant growth and counteract the possible
positive effect of increasing rainfall variability on grasses given that CAM plants are more
drought tolerant? (3) Can C. imbricata increase the stem V:S ratio when grown in mixture with
B. eriopoda to minimize water loss?
2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Experimental design
Seeds of two CAM species, C. imbricata and O. phaeacantha and two C4 grass species, B.
eriopoda and B. curtipendula, were purchased from http://www.cactusstore.com and
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http://www.seedsource.com, respectively. Seeds of both CAM species were soaked in warm
water overnight and then sown on the soil surface and covered by a thin layer of soil in plastic
trays on 15 June 2018. Trays were incubated in a Temperature Incubator 815 (Precision
Scientific, Chicago, IL, USA) at 33/22°C day/night to improve seed germination success of
CAM plants. Seeds of both C4 grass species were germinated in plastic trays filled with potting
mix on 20 June 2018 in the Oxford Tract Greenhouse at University of California, Berkeley. The
daily temperatures in the greenhouse ranged from 17°C to 33°C and the photosynthetically
photon flux density (PPFD) was 700-900 umol m-2 s-1 from 7 am to 7 pm. Trays were watered
regularly during seed germination to avoid water stress. CAM seedlings were transported to the
greenhouse two weeks before transplantation. On 5 August 2018, all CAM and grass seedlings
were transplanted into plastic pots (15 cm in diameter and 13 cm in height) filled with potting
mix. 6:1 Metromix 200:Turface was selected in our study because its hydraulic conductivity (≈
3.72 × 10-5 m/s) was close to the values measured in the field in areas of the Northern
Chihuahuan Desert where these species coexist (Ravi et al., 2009). Monoculture pots included
four conspecific individuals and mixture pots contained two individuals of CAM species and two
individuals of co-existing grass species.
2.3.2 Temperature and rainfall treatments
Plants were moved to growth chambers (Conviron E15; Controlled Environments, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada) on 6 August 2018 for temperature and rainfall treatments. The experiment
consisted of 120 pots with five replicates in both monoculture and mixture. Pots were randomly
assigned to each of the two growth chambers with different daily temperature regimes (T1 and
T2 respectively) and pots within each growth chamber were randomly subject to two levels of
intra-seasonal rainfall variability treatments (V1 and V2) over 90 days. Due to the limited
availability of growth chambers, we only included one growth chamber for each temperature
treatment following other studies (e.g., Hoekman, 2010). The temperatures in the control group
(T1) were set to 33/17°C day/night based on the average daytime and nighttime temperatures
observed during growing season in Northern Chihuahuan Desert where some of these species are
found to coexist (http://sev.lternet.edu/data). Considering a 4°C warming of the global drylands
by the end of 21st century (IPCC, 2013; Huang et al., 2016), the temperatures were increased to
36/22°C day/night in the T2 treatment to simulate future asymmetric warming scenario. V1 is the
control rainfall variability treatment which represents the current natural precipitation regime,
and V2 simulates the increased rainfall variability under future climate scenario. Watering
intensity and frequency were determined based on 30-year records of growing season
precipitation in Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge (150 mm, Petrie et al., 2014) where C.
imbricata and B. eriopoda coexist (Miller et al., 2009), and Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife
Refuge (90 mm), where O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula co-occur. For C. imbricata and B.
eriopoda, pots were watered with an intensity of 5 mm every three days in the V1 treatment and
10 mm every six days in the V2 treatment; for O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula, pots were
watered with an intensity of 3 mm every three days in the V1 treatment and 6 mm every six days
in the V2 treatment. Plants were fertilized with 20-20-20 Peters professional solution (100 ppm
nitrogen) every nine days during the experiment to avoid nutrient stress on plant growth. The
daily PPFD in the growth chambers was set to 700 umol m-2 s-1 from 7 am to 7 pm.
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2.3.3 Soil moisture, plant biomass and stem volume-to-surface area (V:S) ratio
Before harvest, soil volumetric water content in the upper layer (~ 6 cm) was determined for
each pot on 5 November 2018 using a soil moisture sensor (Waterscout SMEC300, Spectrum
Technologies Inc., Plainfield, IL, USA). The grass mortality in the warming treatment was
observed in mid-October. Plants were then harvested to measure biomass. CAM plants and
grasses in mixture pots were separated and all plant individuals were divided into shoots and
roots. Plant roots were removed from pots and carefully washed to minimize the loss of fine
roots. The small proportion of remaining roots of CAM plants and grasses in the soil were
differentiated based on color, diameter and shape and collected. After fresh mass measurements,
all plant samples were oven-dried at 65°C for 72 h to determine dry mass. The shoot and root dry
biomass were then aggregated to individual total dry biomass. The CAM/grass individual fresh
(Mf) and dry biomass (Md) were calculated by the CAM/grass total fresh and dry mass in each
pot divided by the number of CAM/grass individuals. The individual root-to-shoot biomass (R:S)
ratios were calculated. The stem V:S ratio has been considered as an effective indicator of CAM
plant responses to environmental stress because the stem surface area determines the rates of
both photosynthetic assimilation and transpirational water loss (Williams et al., 2014). In this
study, we also investigated how the stem V:S ratio of columnar cacti C. imbricata responds to
climate change as well as competition. Given that the ribs of 3-month-old cacti are negligible,
the stem V:S ratio (mm3 mm-2) can be roughly determined as following (Mauseth, 2000)
1
 D2h 1
4
V : S=
= D,
 Dh
4
where h is plant height and D is the stem diameter. The stem diameter (mm) of each C. imbricata
individual was measured at the top, middle and bottom of the stem using a digital Vernier caliper
with a resolution of 0.01 mm and then averaged to calculate the mean stem diameter. We clarify
here that we were unable to measure the stem V:S ratio of O. phaeacantha due to the irregular
shape of the stems.
2.3.4 Statistical analyses
Data analyses were conducted separately for each pair of CAM and grass species. We first
conducted multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) using manova function in stats package
to examine the effects of growth type (monoculture versus mixture), temperature (T1 versus T2),
rainfall treatments (V1 versus V2), and their interactions on measured variables including
individual biomass, the R:S ratio, and soil water content. Then 156 pairwise comparisons were
made to test the significance of differences in individual biomass, the R:S ratio, soil water
content and the stem V:S ratio between growth type, temperature, and rainfall treatments using
Tukey’s HSD post hoc test through TukeyHSD function in stats package (α = 0.05). For each
trait, we compared the mean value (i) between T1 and T2 treatments in each rainfall treatment
for monoculture and mixture of each species respectively; (ii) between V1 and V2 treatments in
each temperature treatment for monoculture and mixture of each species respectively; and (iii)
between monoculture and mixture in each combination of rainfall and temperature treatments.
The effects of temperature, rainfall, competition (intraspecific versus interspecific) and species
as well as their interactions on individual biomass and R:S ratio were analyzed using the linear
mixed-effects models through lmer function in lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) and Anova
function in car package. Block was treated as a random factor. All the analyses were conducted
in R (R Core Team, 2017).
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Responses of plant total biomass
The asymmetric warming (T2 treatment) caused a 34.3–89.9% decline in the biomass of CAM
species C. imbricata and C4 grass species B. eriopoda regardless of growth type and rainfall
variability treatment (all P < 0.0034, Figure 1a, b). Specifically, B. eriopoda in both monoculture
and mixture died during the experiment under asymmetric warming regardless of rainfall
treatment. The biomass of C. imbricata in both monoculture and mixture did not significantly
change when rainfall variability increased from V1 to V2 regardless of temperature treatment (all
P > 0.1224) except for the case of C. imbricata biomass in mixture, which declined 31.7%with
increased rainfall variability under ambient temperature conditions (P = 0.0066). Interestingly,
under ambient temperature conditions the increase in rainfall variability resulted in a 19.8%
increase in the biomass of B. eriopoda in monoculture and a 25.1% increase in mixture (both P <
0.0091) while the B. eriopoda biomass decreased 40.5% and 43.4% with increasing rainfall
variability under asymmetric warming in monoculture and mixture (both P < 0.0149),
respectively. The biomass of C. imbricata in monoculture and mixture were not significantly
different in most treatments (all P > 0.1743) except for the case of increased rainfall variability
and ambient temperature conditions, which exhibited a 34.6% higher C. imbricata biomass in
monoculture than in mixture (P = 0.0101). B. eriopoda exhibited a 29.3–44.7% higher biomass
in mixture than in monoculture (all P < 0.0356) except for the T2V2 treatment in which no
significant difference was detected (P = 0.0866). The linear mixed-effects model results showed
that although the effect of rainfall variability alone on biomass of C. imbricata and B. eriopoda
was not significant (P = 0.536), temperature and its interaction with rainfall variability exhibited
significant impacts (both P < 0.001, Table 1).
Table 1. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of species,
temperature, rainfall variability and competition as well as their interactions on individual
total biomass of C. imbricata and B. eriopoda. Block was treated as a random factor. P value
was calculated by Wald chi-squared test.
Source

𝛘2

df

P value

Species

1047.291

1

< 0.001

Temperature

1994.947

1

< 0.001

Rainfall

0.382

1

0.536

Competition

36.316

1

< 0.001

Species: temperature

955.789

1

< 0.001

Species: rainfall

23.486

1

< 0.001

Species: competition

30.459

1

< 0.001

Temperature: rainfall

78.318

1

< 0.001

Temperature: competition

21.151

1

< 0.001
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Rainfall: competition

0.084

1

0.772

Species: temperature: rainfall

53.570

1

< 0.001

Species: temperature: competition

30.078

1

< 0.001

Species: rainfall: competition

2.943

1

0.086

Temperature: rainfall: competition

0.931

1

0.335

Species: temperature: rainfall: competition

4.212

1

0.040

Similarly, the asymmetric warming was associated with a 39.2–88.5% decline in the biomass of
CAM species O. phaeacantha and C4 grass species B. curtipendula in both monoculture and
mixture irrespective of rainfall treatment (all P < 0.0019) except that no significant difference in
the biomass of O. phaeacantha in mixture was found between T1 and T2 treatments under
increased rainfall variability (P = 0.1245, Figure 1c, d). Asymmetric warming led to the
mortality of B. curtipendula in both monoculture and mixture regardless of rainfall treatment.
Increasing rainfall variability had no significant effects on the biomass of O. phaeacantha and B.
curtipendula both in monoculture and mixture in the two temperature treatments (all P >
0.0710). The biomass of O. phaeacantha was 52.3% and 118.7% higher in monoculture than in
mixture under ambient temperature conditions in both rainfall treatments (both P < 0.0110)
respectively, while the biomass in monoculture was statistically indistinguishable from that in
mixture in both rainfall treatments under asymmetric warming (both P > 0.1598). A 43.3–82.5%
higher biomass of B. curtipendula in mixture than in monoculture was observed across all
treatments (all P < 0.0318). The results of the linear mixed-effects model suggested strong
effects of temperature, rainfall and their interaction on biomass of O. phaeacantha and B.
curtipendula (all P < 0.020, Table 2).
Table 2. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of species,
temperature, rainfall variability and competition as well as their interactions on individual
total biomass of O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula. Block was treated as a random factor. P
value was calculated by Wald chi-squared test.
Source

𝛘2

df

P value

Species

1232.741

1

< 0.001

Temperature

1351.159

1

< 0.001

Rainfall

5.439

1

0.020

Competition

98.208

1

< 0.001

Species: temperature

858.205

1

< 0.001

Species: rainfall

8.042

1

0.005

Species: competition

9.554

1

0.002

Temperature: rainfall

200.014

1

< 0.001
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Temperature: competition

75.751

1

< 0.001

Rainfall: competition

1.195

1

0.274

Species: temperature: rainfall

6.666

1

0.001

Species: temperature: competition

131.881

1

< 0.001

Species: rainfall: competition

0.088

1

0.767

Temperature: rainfall: competition

1.602

1

0.206

Species: temperature: rainfall: competition

0.004

1

0.949

Figure 1. Individual total biomass (g, mean 95% confidence internals) of a-d) four species
(C. imbricata, B. eriopoda, O. phaeacantha, and B. curtipendula, respectively) in
monoculture and mixture in each combination of temperature and rainfall treatments.
Groups in which plants were dead at harvest were labeled by letter “D”.
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2.4.2 Responses of plant R:S ratio
Asymmetric warming did not significantly affect the R:S ratio of CAM species C. imbricata in
monoculture in either rainfall treatment (both P > 0.4577) but significantly decreased the R:S
ratio of C. imbricata in mixture in both rainfall conditions (both P < 0.0106, Figure 2). Under
asymmetric warming, the R:S ratio of grass species B. eriopoda in both monoculture and mixture
decreased with respect to the ambient temperature scenario in the V1 treatment (both P < 0.0086)
but did not significantly change in the V2 treatment (both P > 0.1680). The R:S ratio of C.
imbricata was significantly higher in mixture than in monoculture in both rainfall conditions in
the ambient temperature treatment (both P < 0.0011). Conversely, under asymmetric warming
the R:S ratio of C. imbricata in monoculture and mixture was statistically similar in either
rainfall treatment (both P > 0.1564). The R:S ratio of B. eriopoda did not statistically differ
between monoculture and mixture conditions regardless of rainfall and temperature treatments
(all P > 0.0520) except that a higher R:S ratio was observed in monoculture than in mixture in
the T1V1 treatment (P = 0.0001). The linear mixed-effects model results confirmed the
significant effects of temperature and its interactions with other factors on R:S ratio though the
effect of rainfall variability alone was weak (Table S1).

Figure 2. Root-to-shoot biomass (R:S) ratio (mean 95% confidence internals) of a-d) four
species (C. imbricata, B. eriopoda, O. phaeacantha, and B. curtipendula, respectively) in
monoculture and mixture in each combination of temperature and rainfall treatments.
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Asymmetric warming significantly increased the R:S ratio of O. phaeacantha grown alone (both
P < 0.0028) but didn’t show a significant effect when it was in mixture regardless of rainfall
treatment (both P > 0.6329). However, the R:S ratio of B. curtipendula in both monoculture and
mixture was significantly reduced under asymmetric warming with respect to ambient
temperature conditions, regardless of rainfall treatment (all P < 0.0268) except that no significant
difference between the two temperature treatments was observed for B. curtipendula in mixture
in the V2 rainfall treatment (P = 0.0509). The R:S ratio of O. phaeacantha was significantly
higher in mixture than in monoculture under ambient temperature conditions in both rainfall
treatments (both P < 0.0001). In ambient temperature treatment, a significantly higher B.
curtipendula R:S ratio was detected in monoculture than in mixture in the V1 treatment (P =
0.0004), while the difference was not significant in the V2 treatment (P = 0.2595). The R:S ratio
was not significantly different between monoculture and mixture conditions under asymmetric
warming for both O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula irrespective of rainfall treatment (all P >
0.0511). The strong effects of warming and rainfall treatments were further demonstrated by
results of the linear mixed-effects model (Table S2).
2.4.3 Responses of shallow soil moisture
Similar patterns of shallow soil moisture in response to temperature and rainfall treatments were
found in the two CAM-grass communities (Figure 3). The soil moisture of all CAM monoculture
pots decreased 2.1–5.5% under asymmetric warming in both rainfall treatments (both P <
0.0001), while soil moisture of all grass monoculture pots as well as all mixture pots increased
1.4–7.3% under elevated temperature (all P < 0.0022) except for B. curtipendula monoculture
pots in the V2 treatment (P = 0.0833). The increased rainfall variability caused a 0.6–8.2%
reduction in shallow soil moisture in all monoculture and mixture pots regardless of temperature
treatment and species (all P < 0.0080).
Under ambient temperature conditions, the shallow soil moisture was 3.1–12.4% higher in all
CAM monoculture pots than in grass monoculture pots as well as all mixture pots irrespective of
rainfall treatments (all P < 0.0001). Under asymmetric warming, the CAM monoculture pots
shared statistically similar shallow soil water content with grass monoculture pots and mixture
pots regardless of rainfall treatment (all P > 0.0997) except that soil water content in C.
imbricata monoculture pots was 1.7% lower than that in B. eriopoda monoculture pots in the V2
treatment (P = 0.0435).
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Figure 3. Shallow soil water content (% , mean 95% confidence internals) in monoculture
and mixture pots in each combination of temperature and rainfall treatments for both
pairs of species.
2.4.4 Responses of stem V:S ratio of C. imbricata
The stem V:S ratio of C. imbricata was significantly higher in mixture (2.59 and 2.41) than in
monoculture (2.30 and 2.12) under ambient temperature conditions in both rainfall treatments
(both P < 0.0014, Figure 4), respectively. However, the stem V:S ratios in monoculture and
mixture were not significantly different under asymmetric warming in either rainfall treatment
(both P > 0.1625). In addition, asymmetric warming caused a significant decline in stem V:S
ratio of C. imbricata in both monoculture and mixture, regardless of rainfall treatment (all P <
0.0001). The stem V:S ratio of C. imbricata in both monoculture and mixture decreased under
increased rainfall variability regardless of temperature treatment (all P < 0.0163), except for the
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case of C. imbricata in mixture under asymmetric warming, which did not show a significant
difference in V:S ratio (P = 0.1818).

Figure 4. Stem volume-to-surface area (V:S) ratio (mm3 mm-2, mean 95% confidence
internals) of CAM species C. imbricata in monoculture and mixture in each combination of
temperature and rainfall treatments.
2.5 Discussion
This study shows a similar pattern in responses of two CAM-grass communities to asymmetrical
warming and increasing intra-annual rainfall variability. The MANOVA results show that
temperature, rainfall treatments, and growth type have significant effects on plant biomass, R:S
ratio, and soil moisture for both pairs of species (all Pillai > 0.66, all P < 0.0001). Specifically,
the combined effects of these two treatments favor CAM plant expansion indirectly through
intensified drought stress that suppressed grass growth or led to grass mortality. Under ambient
temperature conditions, the biomass of both CAM species C. imbricata and O. phaeacantha was
2-54% lower in mixture with grasses than in monoculture regardless of rainfall treatment, while
the biomass of both grass species increased by 30-82% in mixture with respect to the cases in
which they were grown alone (Figure 1). However, both grass species died under asymmetric
warming in both rainfall treatments, suggesting that grasses are less drought tolerant than CAM
species, likely because of their lower (negligible) water storage capacity; therefore, the
competitive advantage is likely to shift from grasses to CAM plants with increasing drought
stress. Nighttime warming can accelerate carbohydrate consumption and respiration in grasses,
while the limited water availability may cause stomatal closure in grasses during the following
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day to avoid drought induced damage therefore constraining their ability to compensate for the
nocturnal carbon loss through photosynthetic assimilation (McDowell et al., 2008). This study
also indicates that asymmetric warming may decrease CAM plant growth probably due to the
negative effects of the greater increase in nighttime temperatures. Few experimental studies have
examined the effect of asymmetric daytime and nighttime warming on CAM growth, while some
authors have found that a daily temperature regime with lower nighttime and higher daytime
temperatures will favor CAM plant growth (Osmond, 1978; Yamori et al., 2014). For instance,
nighttime temperatures below 20°C are optimal for acid production and carbon fixation in CAM
species (Lüttge, 2004). Increasing daytime temperatures may promote malic acid consumption
and thus carbon assimilation, but higher nighttime temperatures can possibly cause a significant
increase in dark respiration and induce stomatal closure thereby inhibiting carbon assimilation
(Osmond, 1978).
Ecological theory predicts that coexisting species in stable communities should experience
weaker interspecific competition compared to intraspecific competition due to niche
differentiation, which has been confirmed by numerous empirical studies (Chesson, 2000; Chu et
al., 2008; Adler et al., 2018). Our study found a unique pattern in CAM-grass communities that
both grass species significantly improved their biomass production when coexisting with CAM
species with respect to monoculture conditions likely because of the high WUE of CAM plants
(Cushaman & Borland, 2002; Borland et al., 2009), while interspecific competition generally
resulted in the decreased growth of both CAM species under ambient temperature conditions. It
has been well recognized that under high environmental stress plant species may promote their
own survival and growth through less competitive and more facilitative interactions with other
species in the same community (Callaway et al., 2002; He et al., 2013). For example, the plantplant interaction in a Mediterranean mountain shifted from intraspecific competition to
interspecific facilitation when environmental conditions became harsher (García-Cervigón et al.,
2013). Our results suggest that the interspecific interaction between CAM plants and grasses is
weaker than intraspecific competition within grasses, which allows grasses in mixture to have
greater access to soil water. However, the strength of CAM-grass interactions dramatically
shifted in response to asymmetric climate warming; in fact, both grass species experienced
mortality in both monoculture and mixture, and CAM plant growth was not affected by
interaction with grasses after grass death (Figure 1). We also found the opposite effect of
increasing rainfall variability on the biomass of B. eriopoda under ambient temperature and
warming conditions, suggesting strong interactions between the effects of warming and increased
rainfall variability.
Soil moisture distribution plays a crucial role in driving CAM-plant interactions. Due to the high
WUE of CAM plants, shallow soil moisture in CAM monoculture pots was significantly higher
compared with other pots under ambient temperature conditions (Figure 3). However, soil
moisture did not substantially change with the rainfall treatments under asymmetric warming,
which can be ascribed to grass mortality, which ended the interspecific competition for soil
water. This is consistent with our finding that the R:S ratio of both CAM species was
significantly higher in mixture than in monoculture under ambient temperature conditions while
no significant difference was detected in warming treatment (Figure 2), which further confirms
that CAM plants encountered stronger interspecific competition than intraspecific competition
under ambient temperature conditions. However, the occurrence of grass mortality in the
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warming treatment released CAM plants from competition for water with grasses. The increase
in rainfall variability caused deeper infiltration and reduced shallow soil water availability in all
pots regardless of species and temperature treatment. Previous studies suggest that increasing
rainfall variability favors the growth of deep-rooted plants through better access to deep soil
water and thus suppresses plants with shallow root systems especially in water limited
environments (Kulmatiski & Beard, 2013; Munson et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2019). Our results
indicate that grasses are more sensitive to changes in soil moisture distribution than CAM plants,
but drought stress aggravated by asymmetric warming severely limits the ability of grasses to
take advantage of deep soil water under increasing rainfall variability and maintain their survival
and growth. Therefore, climate warming also influences CAM-grass interactions and may
counteract the positive impacts of more extreme rainfall inputs on deep-rooted grasses.
Our study shows that C. imbricata had a significantly higher V:S ratio in mixture with B.
eriopoda than in monoculture under ambient temperature irrespective of rainfall treatments
(Figure 4), suggesting that C. imbricata experienced much stronger inter- than intraspecific
competition primarily for soil water and thus CAM species tend to increase the stem V:S ratio
when coexisting with C4 grasses to minimize transpirational water loss. However, stem V:S
ratios of C. imbricata in monoculture and mixture were not statistically different in both rainfall
treatments under asymmetric warming, which may result from the dramatic decline in
interspecific competition due to drought-induced grass mortality. These findings suggest that
asymmetric warming and the associated changes in CAM-grass competition dominated the
morphological changes in CAM stems and the effect of increasing rainfall variability on stem
V:S ratio was relatively weak.
These findings suggest that climate change can significantly alter the magnitude and even
direction of plant interactions and thus their relative competitive advantages which may lead to
rapid shifts in species composition and ecosystem structure in arid ecosystems. Such a transition
can also be influenced by other climate factors such as increasing atmospheric CO2
concentrations which has also been shown to contribute to the rapid expansion of CAM species
in drylands (Yu et al., 2019), and the capacity of plant species to survive drought during resource
(e.g., rainfall) interpulse outside the growing season (Goldberg & Novoplansky, 1997). Previous
studies also found that soil biota such as microbes could also play an important role in driving
species interactions in Chihuahuan desert grasslands through plant-soil feedbacks (Chung &
Rudgers, 2016; Chung et al., 2019). Future work involving the role of soil microbes and
measurements of physiological traits of CAM plants and coexisting grasses such as respiration
and photosynthetic rates is needed to provide more direct evidence of the mechanisms
underlying how altered global environmental change affects CAM-grass growth and interaction.
In addition, given that the environmental conditions in greenhouse or growth chambers often
strengthen the plant water stress with shallow pots, we should also note that long-term field
manipulative experiments are needed to better understand and predict how CAM-grass
communities in drylands respond to the ongoing global changes.
2.6 Conclusion
Our study provides novel experimental evidence that asymmetric warming along with changes in
rainfall regimes can strongly affect CAM-grass interactions. Grasses may outcompete CAM
plants with increasing rainfall variability under current temperatures due to the deeper drainage
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and increased deep (i.e., grass-accessible) soil moisture. However asymmetric warming lead to
grass mortality thereby indirectly favoring CAM growth. This pattern was observed in both pairs
of CAM and grass species examined in this study, which indicates that these impacts of
asymmetric warming on grasses may be general and occur in other dryland CAM-grass
communities. Therefore, we expect that the ongoing asymmetric climate warming and changes in
precipitation variability would cause dramatic shifts in species interactions, community
composition and ecosystem resilience in drylands, potentially leading to the replacement of
desert grasslands by “camland” landscapes. Recent work has also shown that nighttime warming
may accelerate egg development in grasshoppers (Wu et al., 2012), promote woody plant
encroachment in woodland-grassland ecotones (Huang et al., 2018), and have cascading effects
on plant diversity by altering predator-prey interactions (Barton & Schmitz, 2018), suggesting
the complex impacts of asymmetric warming on ecosystem structure and dynamics. Our study
highlights the need of incorporating the effects of asymmetric diurnal warming and changes in
rainfall regimes into ecological studies to accurately predict the responses of plant communities
to climate change in dryland ecosystems.
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2.8 Supplemental information
Table S1. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of species,
temperature, rainfall variability and competition as well as their interactions on R:S ratio
of C. imbricata and B. eriopoda. Block was treated as a random factor. Block was treated as a
random factor. P value was calculated by Wald chi-squared test.
Source

𝛘2

df

P value

Species

10.111

1

0.001

Temperature

76.172

1

< 0.001

Rainfall

0.036

1

0.849

Competition

8.288

1

0.004

Species: temperature

4.837

1

0.028

Species: rainfall

23.136

1

< 0.001

Species: competition

23.751

1

< 0.001

Temperature: rainfall

43.986

1

< 0.001

Temperature: competition

0.003

1

0.956

Rainfall: competition

7.296

1

0.007

Species: temperature: rainfall

21.927

1

< 0.001

Species: temperature: competition

46.661

1

< 0.001

Species: rainfall: competition

18.092

1

< 0.001

Temperature: rainfall: competition

4.918

1

0.027

Species: temperature: rainfall: competition

1.107

1

0.293
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Table S2. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of species,
temperature, rainfall variability and competition as well as their interactions on R:S ratio
of O. phaeacantha and B. curtipendula. Block was treated as a random factor. Block was
treated as a random factor. P value was calculated by Wald chi-squared test.
Source

𝛘2

df

P value

Species

514.387

1

< 0.001

Temperature

86.650

1

< 0.001

Rainfall

14.130

1

< 0.001

Competition

2.319

1

0.128

Species: temperature

153.828

1

< 0.001

Species: rainfall

3.824

1

0.051

Species: competition

33.636

1

< 0.001

Temperature: rainfall

69.640

1

< 0.001

Temperature: competition

2.512

1

0.113

Rainfall: competition

1.064

1

0.302

Species: temperature: rainfall

31.910

1

< 0.001

Species: temperature: competition

28.441

1

< 0.001

Species: rainfall: competition

7.309

1

0.007

Temperature: rainfall: competition

11.718

1

< 0.001

Species: temperature: rainfall: competition

11.620

1

< 0.001
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CHAPTER 3
Non-linear shift from grassland to shrubland in temperate barrier islands
Reference: Huang, H., Zinnert, J. C., Wood, L. K., Young, D. R., D’Odorico, P. 2018. Non-linear
shift from grassland to shrubland in temperate barrier islands. Ecology. 99:1671–1681.
3.1 Abstract
Woody plant encroachment into grasslands is a major land cover change taking place in many
regions of the world, including arctic, alpine and desert ecosystems. This change in plant
dominance is also affecting coastal ecosystems, including barrier islands, which are known for
being vulnerable to the effects of climate change. In the last century, the woody plant species
Morella cerifera L. (Myricaceae), has encroached into grass covered swales in many of the
barrier islands of Virginia along the Atlantic seaboard. The abrupt shift to shrub cover in these
islands could result from positive feedbacks with the physical environment, though the
underlying mechanisms remain poorly understood. We use a combination of experimental and
modelling approaches to investigate the role of climate warming and the ability of M. cerifera to
mitigate its microclimate thereby leading to the emergence of alternative stable states in barrier
island vegetation. Nighttime air temperatures were significantly higher in myrtle shrublands than
grasslands, particularly in the winter season. The difference in the mean of the 5% and 10%
lowest minimum temperatures between shrubland and grassland calculated from two
independent datasets ranged from 1.3 to 2.4°C. The model results clearly show that a small
increase in near-surface temperature can induce a non-linear shift in ecosystem state from a
stable state with no shrubs to an alternative stable state dominated by M. cerifera. This modeling
framework improves our understanding and prediction of barrier island vegetation stability and
resilience under climate change, and highlights the existence of important nonlinearities and
hystereses that limit the reversibility of this ongoing shift in vegetation dominance.
3.2 Introduction
Vegetation cover has important influences on the near-surface atmospheric conditions, including
temperature, humidity, boundary layer stability, and rainfall formation (Geiger 1965, Pielke et al.
1998, Bonan 2008, Li et al. 2016). For example, deforestation and land use change disrupt the
surface energy balance thereby altering the microclimate (Avissar et al. 2002, Bonan 2008,
Lawrence and Vendekar 2014, Li et al. 2015, Runyan and D’Odorico 2016). A major change in
land cover taking place in many regions of the world is associated with the encroachment of
woody plants into grasslands, a phenomenon that has been observed in arctic, alpine, desert, and
coastal ecosystems (Archer et al. 1995, Chapin et al. 2000, Maher et al. 2005, Bader et al. 2007,
Knapp et al. 2008, McKee and Rooth 2008, Ravi et al. 2009). This abrupt replacement of grasses
with woody plants has significant impacts on ecosystem structure, functioning, and the provision
of ecosystem services such as livestock grazing, surface soil sheltering and carbon sequestration,
and therefore has been viewed as an indicator of land degradation and desertification in dryland
regions (Van Auken 2000).
Shrub encroachment has been ascribed to a variety of mechanisms including overgrazing, fire
suppression, atmospheric CO2 rise, and climate change, depending on the specific ecosystem
considered (D’Odorico et al. 2012). Especially in cold regions where low temperature events
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limit the growth of cold-sensitive woody plants, the ongoing climate warming provides
opportunities for woody plants to be released from cold-induced damage, contributing to their
expansion (Tape et al. 2006). Besides the gradual impact of regional climate warming, the
vegetation-microclimate feedbacks may play a role in facilitating shrub encroachment in the
shorter term by improving the environmental conditions for shrub species (D’Odorico et al.
2010, 2013). The increase in woody plant cover has been found to affect the microclimate by
altering surface energy fluxes (Geiger 1965, Langvall and Örlander 2001, Beltrán-Przekurat et
al. 2008, D’Odorico et al. 2010). Specifically, the nocturnal long-wave radiation emitted by the
ground can be absorbed by the vegetation canopy and partially reflected and re-radiated back to
the ground surface, consequently reducing the radiation loss to the atmosphere and creating
warmer microclimate conditions in the shrubland (He et al. 2010, 2014). Because many of the
encroaching woody plants are cold intolerant (Pockman and Sperry 1997, Körner 1998, Krauss
et al. 2008), this local warming effect interacting with regional climate warming can in turn
promote the survival and growth of cold-sensitive woody plants by reducing the exposure to
extreme low temperature events. Thus, a positive feedback between vegetation and microclimate
may exist in grassland-woodland ecotones (D’Odorico et al. 2013). In many cases woody plant
encroachment has led to a relatively abrupt and potentially irreversible land cover change (Van
Auken 2000, D’Odorico et al. 2012), suggesting the possible occurrence of a critical transition in
a bistable system with alternative stable states of grassland and shrubland. Bistable ecosystem
dynamics are often induced by the positive feedbacks between vegetation and the physical
environment; thus, microclimate feedbacks and climate warming likely play a crucial role in the
transition to shrub dominance in many landscapes worldwide (D’Odorico et al. 2013).
Freeze-induced damage limits the latitudinal distribution of many woody plants across the globe
including mangroves in coastal ecosystems (Stuart et al. 2006), Betula nana (dwarf birch) and
other shrub species in arctic regions (Wookey et al. 2009). The cold sensitivity of woody plants
compared with grasses has been ascribed to many different physiological mechanisms, including
cold-induced decrease in photosynthetic rates and primary productivity, reduced growth, limited
regeneration capacity, and plant frost damage (Tranquillini 1979, Grace et al. 1989, Körner
1998). In cold environments, low temperatures and short growing seasons prevent plants from
maintaining a balanced or positive carbon budget as a result of limited carbon assimilation. In
addition, extreme temperature events can also cause freezing-induced xylem embolisms and a
loss of hydraulic conductivity (Medeiros and Pockman 2011, Buchner and Neuner 2011).
Furthermore, cold stress weakens the competitiveness of woody plants with respect to grasses by
inhibiting seed production and germination and therefore the reproduction capacity (Körner
1998). The cold intolerance of woody plants often sets the latitudinal limits to their distribution;
however, the decreased frequency of extreme cold events due to climate warming tends to reduce
the chances that shrubs experience freezing damage in the cold months, and contributes to their
expansion in transition zones (Cavanaugh et al. 2014), therefore highlighting the important role
of warming effect in shrub encroachment in shrub-grass ecotones.
In the last century, the woody plant species Morella cerifera L. (Myricaceae) has encroached
into grass swales composed of both graminoids and forbs in many of the barrier islands along the
Virginia segment of the Atlantic seaboard of the USA (Young 1992, Young et al. 1995). M.
cerifera is a nitrogen fixing shrub with relatively high growth rate and resource use efficiency
which largely contributes to its expansion, and plays an important role in successional processes
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(Collins and Quinn 1982, Young et al. 1995). Conversion from grassland to shrubs to maritime
forest is part of the typical successional pattern in coastal areas, however, recent studies have
demonstrated that the majority of shrub expansion has occurred from previously established
thickets compared to new colonization from a successional trajectory (Zinnert et al. 2011). Due
to high shrub leaf area index, there has been little to no development of new maritime forest at
the Virginia Coast Reserve (VCR), indicating a delay in succession (Brantley and Young 2007,
Bissett et al. 2016). Patterns of M. cerifera expansion vary from island to island, with higher
rates on some islands and loss of shrubs due to erosion on others. Even with these dynamics, the
overall cover of M. cerifera has increased approximately 40% over the last 27 years (Figure 1)
despite loss of island area across the VCR. This change in M. cerifera cover is associated with
important effects on the surrounding environmental conditions such as temperature regime, water
table depth, and soil nutrient levels. For example, recent research (Thompson et al. 2017) has
documented an increase in soil moisture and nutrients as well as the occurrence of significantly
higher winter minimum temperatures inside shrub thickets, suggesting the existence of a warmer
microclimate during winter resulting from the encroachment of M. cerifera. These islands lie at
the northern limit of the latitudinal range of M. cerifera (Shao and Halpin 1995) and specifically,
M. cerifera expansion has not been affected by direct human disturbances since 1930s
(Thompson 2016), therefore the ongoing encroachment of M. cerifera and the possible warming
effect through the surface energy balance may indicate that a positive feedback between
vegetation cover and microclimate could exist due to the cold intolerance of M. cerifera.
Processes related to land use (e.g., grazing and fire suppression) have also been invoked to
explain woody plant encroachment in drylands (e.g., van Auken, 2000; D’Odorico et al. 2012;
Yu and D’Odorico 2014). These processes do not seem to be relevant to the case of the VCR,
where no recent history of grazing or fire management exists. Therefore, the VCR provides an
ideal system for investigating how climate warming and microclimate feedback may interact to
serve as a mechanism of shrub expansion, without confounding effect from other drivers.
In this study we (i) provide additional experimental evidence of the modified microclimate
created by the establishment of M. cerifera; (ii) present results from laboratory experiments
demonstrating the cold sensitivity of this shrub species; and (iii) develop a process-based
modelling framework showing the potential emergence of bi-stable shrub-grass dynamics and a
nonlinear shift from grassland to shrubland in Virginia barrier island vegetation as a result of
positive feedbacks with microclimate conditions and M. cerifera’s cold sensitivity.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Study site
This study focused on Hog Island (37°40' N, 75°40' W), a barrier island within the Virginia
Coast Reserve Long-Term Ecological Research site (VCR LTER). The VCR includes a chain of
barrier islands, and is the longest stretch of undeveloped coastline on the eastern United States.
Hog Island is not affected by direct anthropogenic disturbance as it has been free of human
occupation since the mid-1930s, though historic anthropogenic disturbances including grazing,
lumbering and farming have been reported to occur earlier in the history of these barrier islands
(Levy 1990). It is ~12 km in length and ~2 km across at the widest point. Hog Island consists of
oceanfront strand and dunes, interior grass/forb dune/swale complexes with expanding shrub
thickets, and tidal salt marshes on the lagoon side. The expanding species, Morella cerfiera,
forms dense monospecific patches of tall (4-7 m) thickets that exclude all other species
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(Thompson et al. 2017) (Figure 1). Expansion of M. cerifera into grassland dominated by
Spartina patens (Aiton) Muhl. and Andropogon virginicus L. has increased significantly on Hog
Island since 1949 (Young et al. 1995, Zinnert et al. 2016) and currently covers more than 45% of
the island. Because of its limited exposure to direct anthropogenic disturbances and its position
at the northern latitudinal limit of cold sensitive M. cerifera, Hog Island is an ideal system for
studying the impacts of climate warming and microclimate feedbacks on shrub encroachment.

Figure 1. Shrub encroachment on Hog Island, VA. (A) Expansion of Morella cerifera (red)
on Hog Island, VA from 1984 (74 ha), to 1998 (184 ha) to 2016 (393 ha). (B) Shrublandgrassland ecotones on Hog Island. (C) Image inside a shrub thicket. (D) Temperature
measurement inside the shrub thickets. Note the absence of other species.
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The mean annual temperature ranges from 11.9°C to 14.7°C, and mean annual precipitation
typically varies between 1065 to 1167 mm/year (Brantley and Young 2010). The long-term
climate data from a nearby NOAA meteorological station in Painter, Virginia reveal that only 4
low temperature events (< -15°C) have occurred since 1985, while 10 events were documented
from the previous 30 years. There is a general warming trend in mean winter temperature from
1955 to 2017, which we argue is contributing to M. cerifera expansion (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Trends in daily maximum and minimum temperature (A) and annual mean
winter minimum temperature (B) in Painter, VA between December 1955 and September
2017. Since 1985, only 4 low temperature events (< -15°C) were observed. The annual mean
winter minimum temperature also exhibited a significant increasing trend over time (P < 0.001)
as shown by the OLS regression line.
3.3.2 Temperature data
The hourly air temperature measurements (hereafter referred to ‘dataset A’) were made 20 cm
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above the ground by temperature sensors located in 5 grassland and 5 shrubland sites (HOBO
U23-003, Onset Inc.) on Hog Island, VA from July 2014 to June 2015. Additionally, we acquired
bihourly air temperature records (‘dataset B’) on Hog Island from May 2015 to March 2016 from
Thompson et al. (2017). As spatial extent of M. cerifera thickets can be quite large, the
temperatures were measured 10m inside and outside the shrub thicket edge to identify the
warming effect of M. cerifera shrubland. The daily minimum and maximum temperatures were
extracted and used to determine the warming effect of shrubland and therefore the model
parameter (see below). Thompson et al. (2017) found that temperatures inside of shrub thickets
are similar to those of younger, free standing shrubs.
3.3.3 Freezing experiment
Experiments were focused on shrubs as grasses are dormant during low temperature events. We
assessed the effect of freezing on hydraulic conductivity of adult Morella cerifera shrubs at -15
and -20°C (n = 4). These were compared to shrubs grown at 7 and 25°C to serve as reference
conditions for hydraulic conductivity at lower temperatures (7°C) and under ideal growth
conditions (25°C). Adult shrubs (~ 1.5 m height) of local stock were purchased from a nursery
and transplanted into 12 L pots. Shrubs were randomly assigned into treatments. A subset of
shrubs were grown in an environmental chamber (20°C night / 25°C day, Model #E15,
Conviron, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada) at 1000 μmol m-2 s-1 PAR for 10-hour photoperiod. The
remaining shrubs were grown in low temperatures (4°C night /7°C day) in a cold room with
1000 μmol m-2 s-1 photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) and 10-hour photoperiod to mimic
natural conditions preceding low temperature events. Plants were given 21 days to acclimate to
growing conditions. Freezing took place with intact plants placed in a chest freezer (Model
FFFC09M1RW, Frigidaire, Charlotte, NC) at 0°C. Cooling/warming proceeded at 0.5°C min-1
using the intrinsic rate of cooling of the freezer. Minimum temperature was maintained for 180
min at -15°C, and -20°C before warming to 0°C. 0°C was used to reduce additional damage to
tissues from rapid changes in temperature.
Immediately post-freeze, 3-4 samples were excised per pot and prepared for hydraulic
conductivity as described in Sperry et al. (1988). Stem segments were ~10 cm long and 5-10 mm
in diameter. The hydraulic conductivity apparatus consisted of an IV-bag supplying a filtered
(0.2 μm) 20 mM KCl solution via low gravitational pressure (~5 kPa) to a stem segment.
Removal of in situ embolisms was prevented by a low hydraulic head. Flow rate was determined
by measuring the volume of water expelled over a known amount of time and hydraulic
conductivity was calculated as the mass flow rate of the solution through the stem segment
divided by the pressure gradient along the segment path length (kh, kg m s-1 MPa-1). Stem
specific conductivity (ks, kg s-1 MPa-1 m-1) was calculated from kh divided by sapwood area.
3.3.4 Modelling framework
We modeled the change rate in M. cerifera’s normalized density, S/Sc, as the result of a logistic
growth and a mortality rate that is a temperature-dependent linear function of shrub biomass
(D’Odorico et al. 2013),
d  S 
 Sc  =  S 1 − S  −  f (T ) S ,
(1)


min
dt
Sc  Sc 
Sc
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where Sc is the carrying capacity, which is assumed to be equal to 1, and α (year-1) is the intrinsic
growth rate of M. cerifera, and β (year-1) is the maximum death rate caused by cold intolerance.
The effect of temperature can be accounted for through the function, f(Tmin), of minimum
temperature, Tmin as in D’Odorico et al. (2013),
1;
Tmin  T1

T − T
f (Tmin ) =  2 min ; T1  Tmin  T2 ,
(2)
 T2 − T1
 0;
Tmin  T2
where T1 and T2 are two critical temperatures defining the cold tolerance of M. cerifera. Tmin is
defined as the local minimum temperature within shrub thickets where the vegetationmicroclimate feedback creates a warming effect. For bare soil with no plant cover, near surface
minimum temperature equals Tb (i.e. background temperature). The encroachment and
establishment of M. cerifera results in a local increase, △Tmax, in minimum temperature (Hayden
1998, He et al. 2010). This warming feedback is assumed to be expressed by a linear function of
shrub cover, S i.e.
S
Tmin =Tb + Tmax ,
(3)
Sc
where Tmax represents the maximum warming effect with a full M. cerifera canopy.
The value of parameters α and β were determined empirically (α = 0.5 year-1 and β = 10 year-1)
in a way that shrub encroachment (i.e., an increase in S from 0 to 0.95 × Sc) occurs in about 2030 years, in agreement with studies documenting the rate of land cover change in these islands
(Young et al. 2007); conversely, a full woody plant canopy can collapse into the state S/Sc = 0
within few years when temperature is consistently smaller than T1.
According to previous studies, temperatures below -15°C would start to cause cold stress injury
in some Morella species (Larcher 1995). Based on the hydraulic conductivity experiment under
temperature treatments, we used equation (2) with T1 and T2 estimated to be equal to -20°C and 15°C, respectively. It should be noted that the overall modelling results are not sensitive to
uncertainty in the determination of T1 and T2. The maximum increase △Tmax in minimum
temperature induced by the presence of a complete shrub cover was assumed to be equal to 2°C
based on the results from two independent temperature datasets, which is also consistent with
Thompson et al. (2017).
The stable states of these vegetation dynamics can be determined by inserting equations (2) and
(3) in equation (1), setting the left-hand side of equation (1) equal to zero with Tmin expressed as
a function of S and △Tmax to account for the shrub-microclimate feedback. Equilibrium points
d ( S Sc )
were determined by setting
=0 . After solving for S/Sc, we find that the system has three
dt
possible equilibrium states i.e. Se1 = 0, Se2 = 1, and
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T2 −  Tb + (T2 − T1 ) 


,
Se3 =
 
 −   (T2 − T1 )



(4)

Tmax
. Since Se3 can only exist between 0 and 1, based on equation (4), bistability
T2 − T1
(i.e., a dynamic with two alternative stable states separated by an unstable state) exists only when

(5)
T2 −  (T2 − T1 )  Tb  T2 − (T2 − T1 )

i.e. -17°C ≤ Tb ≤ -15.25°C.
where  =

3.3.5 Statistical analyses
The difference in hourly (dataset A) and bihourly (dataset B) temperature between shrubland and
grassland during nighttime and daytime was tested using Student’s t-test (α = 0.05). To focus on
temperature differences on the coldest nights, we considered the days with the 10% and the 5%
lowest minimum air temperatures and calculated their means to compare the minimum
temperature difference between shrubland and grassland – and therefore estimate the parameter
△Tmax in the modelling framework. The Student’s t-test (α = 0.05) was used to determine
whether the minimum temperature difference is significant at 95% confidence interval.
Differences in stem specific hydraulic conductance were determined with ANOVA with
subsampling. Pairwise comparisons were made using Tukey’s test (α = 0.05).
3.4 Results
The analysis shows that shrubland has a lower frequency of freezing events (records with
temperature below 0°C) than grassland for both dataset A (540 times versus 622 times in total of
8172 records) and dataset B (134 times versus 159 times in total of 3571 records). In the
nighttime, the shrubland was (on average) consistently and significantly warmer than the
grassland both during the whole year (P = 0.012 and 0.004 for dataset A and B, respectively) and
during the winter season (P < 0.01 for both datasets) (Figure 3); conversely, in the daytime, the
grassland was consistently warmer than the shrubland, both during the whole year (P < 0.0001
for both datasets) and the winter season (P < 0.01 for both datsets) (Figure 4). The warming
effect due to the existence of shrub cover was further confirmed by the significant increase in
minimum temperatures in shrubland (Figure 5). The results from dataset A show that the mean of
the 5% lowest minimum temperatures in shrubland and grassland were -6.14 ±0.45°C and -7.43
±0.31°C, respectively; these two values were statistically different (P = 0.024). The mean of the
10% lowest minimum temperatures in shrubland and grassland were -4.09 ±0.45°C and -5.60 ±
0.37°C, respectively; these values were also statistically different (P = 0.012). Similar results
were found from dataset B. The mean of the 5% lowest minimum temperatures measured in the
shrubland was -3.74 ±0.60°C, statistically higher (P = 0.003) than the mean temperature of -6.11
±0.43°C in the grassland. The mean of the 10% lowest minimum temperatures in shrubland and
grassland are -1.68 ±0.53°C and -4.09 ±0.44°C, respectively; these values were statistically
different (P = 0.001). These results are in agreement with Thompson et al. (2017) who analyzed
a segment of dataset B. The mean temperature difference between shrubland and grassland
during the coldest nights was about 2°C. We also assume that the magnitude of this warming
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effect is △Tmax ≈ 2°C, based on the results shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3. Nighttime temperature comparison between shrubland and grassland in Hog
Island during the whole year (A, C) and the winter season (B, D) based on dataset A (A, B)
and B (C, D). Dataset A includes hourly temperature records from July 2014 to June 2015 and
dataset B has bihourly temperature records from May 2015 to March 2016. In the nighttime, the
shrubland is consistently warmer than the grassland, both during the whole year (P = 0.012 and
0.004 for dataset A and B, respectively) and the winter season (P < 0.0001 and P = 0.009 for
dataset A and B, respectively).
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Figure 4. Daytime temperature comparison between shrubland and grassland in Hog
Island during the whole year (A, C) and the winter season (B, D) based on dataset A (A, B)
and B (C, D). In the daytime, the grassland is consistently warmer than the shrubland, both
during the whole year (P < 0.0001 for both dataset A and B) and the winter season (P = 0.0003
and P = 0.0014 for dataset A and B, respectively).
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Figure 5. Difference in mean daily minimum temperature between shrubland and
grassland in Hog Island calculated from both dataset A and B. The mean of the 5% and 10%
lowest minimum temperatures were calculated respectively to determine the warming effect of
shrubland and therefore estimate the parameter △Tmax in our modelling framework. The
Student’s t test analysis (α = 0.05) indicates a statistically significant warmer temperature in the
shrubland than in the grassland (P ≤ 0.024).
In our experimental analysis, at reference temperatures of 7°C or 25°C, stem-specific hydraulic
conductance (ks) was not statistically different, but freezing-induced cavitation significantly
reduced stem hydraulic conductance at T2 = -15°C (P < 0.0001). ks was reduced to ~0 at T1 = 20°C (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Mean ±1 SE stem-specific hydraulic conductivity (ks) for M. cerifera shrubs after
freezing. Letters indicate differences according to post-hoc Tukey’s test (α = 0.05).
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Ecosystem stability is here investigated using our modelling framework and looking at how the
rate of change in S/Sc varies as a function of S/Sc (Figure 7). This analysis shows how the stable
states of the system vary with different background temperature ranges (Figure 7). Specifically,
T −T
we found that (i) when Tb is lower than -17°C, f (Tmin) equals either 1 or 2 min [see equation
T2 − T1
(2)] because Tmin cannot exceed -15°C even with the maximum warming effect (i.e. △Tmax). In
these climate conditions the ecosystem is stable only with no woody plant cover (S = 0) because
there are no other stable equilibrium points in the interval (0, 1); (ii) when Tb lies between -17°C
and -15.25°C, the rate of change of normalized shrub density would follow
d ( S Sc )
d ( S Sc )
=  S (1 − S Sc ) −  ( S Sc ) f (Tmin ) , which becomes
=  S (1 − S Sc ) when Tmin
dt
dt
exceeds -15°C as a result of the warming effect of shrub cover. For example, in the case of Tb = 16°C, the rate of change of S/Sc will shift to the latter equation when S reaches 0.5, which is
when the Tmin increases to -15°C (Figure 7). Therefore, in this case the system has two stable
equilibrium points Se1 = 0 and Se2 = 1, and an unstable equilibrium Se3, which ranges between 0
T −T
and 1; (iii) when Tb is larger than -15.25°C, f(Tmin) equals 2 min (when Tmin ≤ -15°C) or 0
T2 − T1
(when Tmin > -15°C). In these conditions the system has only two equilibrium points in the
interval (0, 1), Se1 = 0 (unstable) and Se2 = 1 (stable), and the dynamics tends to a full shrub cover
state, regardless of the initial shrub cover conditions. Therefore, because of the nonlinear
response of vegetation to near surface temperature associated with this feedback, vegetation
response to climate warming may exhibit a threshold behavior with an abrupt transition from the
grassland stable state to full shrub cover (S = Sc) as Tb increases above about -15°C (Figure 8).
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Figure 7. The rate of change of normalized shrub density (d(S/Sc)/dt) versus normalized
shrub density (S/Sc) under different background temperature (Tb) conditions.
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Figure 8. Bi-stable states induced by vegetation-microclimate feedback in shrublandgrassland ecotones. Stable and unstable states are indicated by dark and grey lines respectively.
S/Sc is the normalized density of M. cerifera ranging from 0 to 1, Tb is the temperature without
the presence of M. cerifera. When Tb reaches a threshold value (approximately -15°C), the
ecosystem would shift rapidly from grassland to shrubland which is highly hysteretic.
3.5 Discussion
The modelling results clearly show that a small increase in the background minimum
temperature, Tb, can cause a shift in the state of the system from one stable state with no shrub
dominance to its alternative stable state with a full shrub canopy. The transition is expected to
occur in a non-linear way through the positive feedback between vegetation and microclimate
(Figure 8). Based on the results shown in Figure 6, we set T1 = −20°C, which is a conservative
estimate because there is evidence that plant mortality from irreversible xylem damage occurs
already when the stem conductance is reduced by 80% (Bartlett et al. 2016). When temperature
is below -15°C, M. cerifera would suffer from cold induced injury and lose competitiveness with
grasses, thereby leading to the stabilization of the ecosystem with full grass cover.
The cold intolerance of M. cerifera has been widely documented in the literature (for example,
Larcher 1995), is further supported by our freezing experiment (Figure 6), and is evidenced by
the fact that the barrier islands in which its encroachment has been documented (i.e., Hog Island,
in Virginia) are at the northern limit of M. cerifera’s latitudinal range. It has also been
documented that in these islands the establishment of M. cerifera has modified the microclimate
by increasing nocturnal temperatures and mitigating the exposure to extreme low temperature
events and cold-induced stress, especially during extremely cold nights. Even though the
mechanisms underlying this warming effect still have to be documented, studies developed in
other grass-shrub transition zones have highlighted how the presence of shrub cover may alter
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the surface energy fluxes, for example, by reducing the nocturnal longwave radiation loss
(D’Odorico et al. 2013) or the diurnal ground heat flow (He et al. 2010, 2015). Likewise, these
effects could explain how the shrubland of M. cerifera may create warmer microclimatic
conditions. Field measurements on Hog Island have documented significantly higher average
minimum temperatures inside the shrub thickets than in grass swales (Figures 3 and 5, Young et
al. 1992, Thompson et al. 2017). The warming effect promotes further survival and growth of
young seedlings especially in ecotone areas close to the “tree line” (Maher et al. 2005, Maher
and Germino 2006). Moreover, warming could also indirectly benefit shrub growth by enhancing
microbial activity and nutrient cycling (Thompson et al. 2017). Through this vegetationmicroclimate feedback, M. cerifera shrubs act as ‘ecosystem engineers’, i.e., as organisms that
create their own habitat (Jones et al. 1994), thereby promoting their own survival and growth.
Due to the positive vegetation-microclimate feedback, the grassland could eventually experience
an abrupt transition to another stable state with full woody plant when the minimum background
temperature exceeds a threshold value as a result of climate warming.
The abrupt and discontinuous transition, both temporally and spatially, from grassland to
shrubland has been observed in several ecosystems around the world (Archer et al. 1988, Chapin
et al. 2000, Maher et al. 2005, Bader et al. 2007, Knapp et al. 2008, McKee and Rooth 2008,
Ravi et al. 2009, D’Odorico et al. 2013). The positive feedback between vegetation and
microclimate can substantially release the pressure of M. cerifera from cold induced injury or
mortality. When a combination of regional climate warming and microclimate feedback results
in an increase in minimum temperature within shrub thickets that exceeds the threshold
temperature for woody plant growth, an abrupt transition is expected to take place between the
two stable states of the system, namely from grass to shrub dominance. It should be noted that at
the study sites an increase in shrub cover was also observed from 1949 to 1989 even though this
period experienced several extreme cold events. However the rate of expansion was greater
between 1974 and 1989 (Young et al. 2007). This effect may be attributed to other mechanisms
such as the feedback of bird dispersal of seeds or the lagging effects of previous anthropogenic
disturbances (Young et al. 1995). Records from the 1970s document that shrub thickets of M.
cerifera were not present on most islands (McCaffrey and Dueser 1990). Climate warming has
been invoked as one of the major factors causing grass replacement by shrubs (Van Auken 2000,
D’Odorico 2012) and is projected to accelerate in the near future as a result of anthropogenic
CO2 emissions (Cox et al. 2000) thereby creating a more favorable environment for the
encroachment of cold-sensitive shrubs into regions where the extreme cold events usually
exclude their existence.
Conditions for M. cerifera establishment must be favorable with respect to salinity (Sande and
Young 1992), elevation, and distance from the shoreline (Young et al. 2011). Sediment flux is an
important consideration in this dynamic landscape, with development of a freshwater lens
necessary for establishment and growth. Once established, shrubs are able to survive under
periods of high saline conditions that may occur during storm overwash (Tolliver et al. 1997,
Naumann et al. 2008). Enhanced leaf area index of shrubs coupled with microclimate warming
likely increases evapotranspiration (Shao et al. 1995), creating a potential additional feedback
with water availability in a system dependent on precipitation for recharging the freshwater lens
(Aguilar et al. 2012). Despite the multiple environmental drivers that control shrub
establishment, expansion across several islands has occurred at an unprecedented rate since the
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1980s (Zinnert et al. 2016), even with accelerated sea-level rise (Sallenger et al. 2012) and
reduction in island area.
The abrupt transition to shrubland can be highly hysteretic and potentially irreversible as
evidenced by the ineffectiveness of many shrub-removal programmes (Rango et al. 2005,
Bestelmeyer et al. 2009, D’Odorico et al. 2012) especially when self-sustained internal
feedbacks act through their impact on ecosystem structure, functioning and resilience (Thompson
et al. 2017). The ongoing shrub expansion in Hog Island (VA) would decrease plant species
diversity and modify wildlife habitats (Zinnert et al. 2017). Increased carbon and nitrogen input
into the system from shrub expansion (Brantley and Young 2010) alters biogeochemical cycling
and may impact adjacent communities. In the short-term, shrubs provide resistance to storm
events, by stabilizing sediments and reducing energy associated with storms (Claudino-Sales et
al. 2008, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2013). Over longer timeframes, this resistance may
prevent natural island migration through increasing shoreline erosion and creating a barrier to
sediment overwash, thereby increasing the vulnerability of barrier islands to sea level rise
(Zinnert et al. 2016, Thompson et al. 2017). As barrier islands protect lagoons and marshes with
many economically and ecologically important species, the transition from grassland to
shrubland has far reaching consequences on multiple ecosystems. Our simplified modelling
framework provides a general theoretical mechanism for the emergence of bi-stable vegetation
dynamics in shrubland-grassland ecotones and facilitates our understanding and prediction of
how the stability of these ecosystems may nonlinearly change under future climate change
scenarios.
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CHAPTER 4
Critical transition to woody plant dominance through microclimate feedbacks in North
American coastal ecosystems
Reference: Huang, H., Anderegg, L. D. L., Dawson, T. E., Mote, S., D’Odorico, P. 2020. Critical
transition to woody plant dominance in North American coastal ecosystems. Ecology. 101:e03107.
4.1 Abstract
Climate warming is facilitating the expansion of many cold-sensitive woody species in
woodland-grassland ecotones worldwide. Recent research has demonstrated that this range
expansion can be further enhanced by positive vegetation-microclimate feedbacks whereby
woody canopies induce local nocturnal warming, which reduces freeze-induced damage and
favors the establishment of woody plants. However, this local positive feedback can be
counteracted by biotic drivers such as browsing and the associated consumption of shrub
biomass. The joint effects of large-scale climate warming and local-scale microclimate feedbacks
on woody vegetation dynamics in these ecotones remain poorly understood. Here, we used a
combination of experimental and modelling approaches to investigate the effects of woody cover
on microclimate and the consequent implications on ecological stability in North American
coastal ecosystems. We found greater browsing pressure and significant warming (~2°C) beneath
shrub canopies compared to adjacent grasslands, which reduces shrub seedlings’ exposure to
cold damage. Cold sensitivity is evidenced by the significant decline in xylem hydraulic
conductivity in shrub seedlings when temperatures dropped below -2°C. Despite the negative
browsing-vegetation feedback, a small increase in minimum temperature can induce critical
transitions from grass to woody plant dominance. Our framework also predicts the threshold
temperature of -7°C for mangrove–salt marsh ecotones on the Atlantic coast of Florida. Above
this reference temperature a critical transition may occur from salt marsh to mangrove
vegetation, in agreement with empirical studies. Thus, the interaction between ongoing global
warming trends and microclimate feedbacks may significantly alter woody vegetation dynamics
and ecological stability in coastal ecosystems where woody plant expansion is primarily
constrained by extreme low temperature events.
4.2 Introduction
The relatively rapid encroachment of woody plants into non-woody systems is resulting in major
shifts in plant distribution and abundance around the globe (Archer et al. 1995, Maher et al.
2006, Knapp et al. 2008, McKee and Rooth 2008, Ravi et al. 2009, Myers-Smith et al. 2011, Fan
et al. 2019). This relatively abrupt change in plant community composition has significant
impacts on ecosystem structure, functioning, and services such as carbon and nitrogen cycling,
ecosystem productivity, and soil stabilization (Schlesinger et al. 1999, Huenneke et al. 2002, Li
et al. 2007). The widespread increase in woody plant dominance in ecosystems ranging from
tundra to temperate grasslands to tropical savannahs has been attributed to a number of
exogenous and endogenous factors such as overgrazing, fire suppression, increased atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, nitrogen deposition, land abandonment, and climate change (Van Auken
2000, Sankaran et al. 2005, Ward 2005, Gehrig-Fasel et al. 2007, D’Odorico et al. 2012, Huang
et al. 2018). Previous studies have suggested that climate warming is driving the range shift of
many species across the globe (Chen et al. 2011) and contributes to the expansion of woody
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plants in ecological transition zones where the latitudinal distribution of trees and shrubs is
restricted by cold stress (D’Odorico et al. 2010, 2013). Indeed, many woody species are more
cold-intolerant than grasses because of the negative effect of extreme low temperatures on their
reproduction, photosynthesis, and xylem conductivity (e.g., D’Odorico et al. 2013). For instance,
cold spells that do not affect senesced grasses limit the capacity of woody plants to maintain a
positive carbon balance and cause significant physiological damage to newly developed tissues
(Tranquillini 1979). Moreover, extreme low-temperature events can cause xylem embolisms in
woody plants (Pockman and Sperry 1997) and lead to the loss of hydraulic conductivity and
potential plant mortality (Buchner and Neuner 2011, Medeiros and Pockman 2011), although
plants may adapt to freezing stress, for example, by decreasing vessel diameters (Medeiros and
Pockman 2014). Woody seedlings and juveniles are particularly susceptible to environmental
stress, including cold-induced damage, with a bottleneck effect that limits the poleward
expansion of woody plant populations in woodland-grassland ecotones (Harper 1977). Global or
regional warming, however, reduces the probability of freezing events during the winter season
and potentially enables woody plants to survive and establish in these ecotones where their
distributions are primarily controlled by extreme cold events (D’Odorico et al. 2013).
In addition to large-scale climate warming, woody encroachment in many cold regions can be
favored by a positive feedback between vegetation and microclimate, whereby woody plants
modify the surface energy balance with the effect of increasing the minimum (i.e., nocturnal)
temperatures (D’Odorico et al. 2010, 2013). In some ecotones such as in the Chihuahuan desert
or on Virginia barrier islands, woody cover can reduce radiative cooling by absorbing a fraction
of nocturnal long-wave radiation emitted by the ground surface and reflecting it back to the
surface, thereby creating warmer nocturnal microclimate conditions under woody canopies (He
et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2018). Therefore, vegetation-microclimate feedbacks may substantially
favor the survival and establishment of woody plant seedlings at boundaries of their latitudinal
range where further expansion is constrained by cold stress.
Positive feedbacks may induce nonlinear behaviors in ecosystem dynamics, including
bifurcations, alternative stable states, and critical transitions (May 1977, Scheffer et al. 2001).
Previous studies have explained woody plant encroachment as a shift between alternative stable
states in ecosystem dynamics (Andreries et al. 2002, Bestelmeyer et al. 2009). Such transitions
are often difficult to anticipate (Ratajczak et al. 2018) and irreversible, as evidenced by the
failure of many bush control programs (Rango et al. 2005, Bestelmeyer et al. 2009). In bistable
ecosystems, gradual variations in external drivers may not lead to noticeable changes until a
critical (i.e., bifurcation) point is reached. At that point a grassland undergoes a critical transition
to the stable woodland state. We argue that the combined effects of (endogenous) vegetationmicroclimate feedbacks and (exogenous) climate warming are likely driving the rapid expansion
of woody plants into open grassland in ecotones where woody plant growth is limited by extreme
low temperature events.
Empirical evidence confirms the occurrence of vegetation-microclimate feedbacks associated
with nocturnal warming beneath woody canopies. This effect has been found to facilitate woody
plant encroachment in a variety of ecosystems such as alpine meadows and arid grasslands
(D’Odorico et al. 2013). The expansion of woody plants in coastal ecosystems, however, remains
understudied despite its important impacts on carbon sequestration, biodiversity, and ecological
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resilience (D’Odorico et al. 2013, Guo et al. 2017, Huang et al. 2018). The establishment of coldsensitive woody plants at coastal ecotones may benefit from the establishment of warmer
microclimate conditions that reduce exposure to freeze-induced mortality (Thompson et al. 2017,
Huang et al. 2018), which has also been observed in mangrove-salt marsh ecotones in the
Atlantic coast of Florida, USA (Devaney et al. 2017). The latitudinal distribution of mangroves
in these ecotones is primarily limited by extreme cold events (Stuart et al. 2007, Cavanaugh et al.
2014). The local warming effect of mangrove canopies indicates that the widely observed
mangrove expansion may also be facilitated by vegetation-microclimate feedbacks.
The effect of local warming or other positive feedbacks can be counteracted by biotic factors
such as browsing, although the effect of browsing on woody plant dynamics may depend on the
specific ecosystem and plant functional types (Vowles et al. 2017). Browsers can negatively
affect woody plant growth and establishment directly by consuming woody vegetation, thus
contributing to negative feedbacks. For example, it has been observed in coastal mangrove
ecosystems that mangrove crabs tend to preferentially target seedlings growing under woody
canopies and reduce mangrove seedling growth (Devaney et al. 2017). Therefore, the overall
woody vegetation dynamics and their susceptibility to state change will depend on the relative
strength of positive and negative feedbacks associated with microclimate and herbivory,
respectively. To date, these complex dynamics remain poorly understood in coastal plant
communities because field measurements and process-based models that can be used to
investigate the combined effects of these abiotic and biotic drivers on vegetation dynamics are
still lacking.
In this study, we focus on two California coastal sage scrub (CSS) species, Artemisia californica
and Rhus integrifolia. R. integrifolia has increased its cover substantially in southern California
from 1931 to 2000 (Taylor 2004). A. californica has also been increasing in abundance in some
coastal regions of California even though the fire regime has remained relatively unaltered over
the last five centuries (Taylor 2004). The decrease in overall extent of the CSS community in
which A. californica occurs, however, has been documented in California as a result of land use
change (Pratt and Mooney 2013). Both species are drought-tolerant but cold-sensitive, and their
latitudinal ranges are primarily limited by cold spells (Moreno and Oechel 2012). Climate
warming has been considered as one of the major drivers of the northward expansion of CSS
species (Taylor 2004, Riordan and Rundel 2014). Long-term climate data suggest the occurrence
of significant warming trends in nocturnal winter conditions at field sites close to the northern
limits of these two shrub species (both P < 0.047, Figure 1). We use a combination of
experimental and modelling approaches to assess the microclimate warming effects induced by
woody canopies, identify the cold tolerance thresholds of these two shrub species, and
quantitatively investigate the coupled effects of regional climate change, vegetationmicroclimate feedbacks and herbivory on ecosystem stability and resilience in coastal plant
communities. We also apply our model to investigate the stability of mangrove-salt marsh
ecotones on the Atlantic coast of Florida as mangroves (Rhizophora mangle, Avicennia
germinans, and Laguncularia racemosa) are expanding their distribution as a result of global
warming (Cavanaugh et al. 2014).
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Figure 1. Long term trend in the 30% coldest winter minimum temperatures in Santa
Barbara, California from 1960 to 2018 (a) and Point Reyes from 1985 to 2018 (b). The fitted
OLS regression lines indicate the significant warming trends at both sites (both P < 0.047).
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Study system
R. integrifolia is distributed along coastal California from Baja California (Mexico) to Santa
Barbara (California, USA) (The Jepson Herbarium at the University of California at Berkeley,
http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu). The current geographic distribution of A. californica ranges from
Northern Baja (Mexico) to Mendocino County (California, USA) (Pratt and Mooney 2013). The
study sites are located in Arroyo Hondo Preserve (34°47' N 120°14' W) and Point Reyes
National Seashore (37°55' N, 122°44' W), which are close to the northern limits of the observed
range of R. integrifolia and A. californica, respectively. The Arroyo Hondo Preserve (AHP,
Figure 2a) is located along the Pacific coast in Santa Barbara County, California, USA. The
mean annual temperature (MAT) is 12°C and the mean annual precipitation (MAP) is 413 mm
with nearly 80% falling within the winter growing season (Beighley et al. 2005). The plant
community is a mosaic of grassland dominated by e.g. Bromus sp. and woodland vegetation. The
Point Reyes National Seashore (PRNS, Figure 2b) is a peninsula located in Marin County,
California, USA. The MAT is 10°C and MAP is 735 mm. The dominant species in the study site
include many grass species such as Vulpia bromoides and shrub species including A. californica.
4.3.2 Climate warming and microclimate effects
We used long-term climate data for locations in the proximity of the Arroyo Hondo Preserve
(i.e., meteorological records from Santa Barbara, NOAA National Climatic Data Center) and
Point Reyes (i.e., at Point Reyes Station, based on PRISM Climate Group data [2019]) to analyze
the general trend in minimum temperatures in southern and northern California, respectively. To
assess the effect of woody cover on microclimate, we monitored the paired local temperatures
from November 2018 to March 2019 in shrub thickets and adjacent open grassland. Specifically,
four locations were randomly selected at each study site in the proximity to the shrub-grass
ecotone. At each location, one temperature sensor (HOBO® U23-003 by Onset, Bourne,
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Massachusetts, USA) was deployed 20 cm above the ground level under the shrub canopy and
one deployed at the same height in adjacent open canopy areas 3 m from the shrub patch to
record the half-hourly air temperature. All sensors were previously tested in the lab to verify the
consistency of temperature measurements among sensors.

Figure 2. The two field sites in this study: Arroyo Hondo Preserve (a) and Point Reyes field
station (b). The seedlings were transplanted both beneath shrub canopies (c) and in adjacent
grassland (d) at Arroyo Hondo to investigate the microclimate impacts on seedling growth.
4.3.3 Seedling transplant experiment
We conducted a seedling transplant experiment in shrub and grass patches at AHP to investigate
the extent to which the presence of a shrub canopy affects the survival and growth of shrub
seedlings as a result of microclimate modifications and browsing (Figure 2c, d). Seedling
transplants at PRNS are prohibited by National Park Service. Two microsites, one under the
shrub canopy and one in the adjacent open canopy area were randomly selected at each of the
four ecotones instrumented with temperature sensors. Four to five-month old R. integrifolia
seedlings (n = 80) of similar size were purchased on November 15, 2018 from a nearby nursery
(Santa Barbara Natives Inc.) where climate conditions are similar to the field site. Ten seedlings
were transplanted in each microsite and watered to avoid initial water stress. The seedling height
was recorded for each shrub seedling immediately after the transplantation. On December 28, we
tracked the height and the existence of freeze damage for each of the surviving seedlings in each
plot. The existence of black spotting or foliar necrosis on shrub leaves was considered as a sign
of freeze-induced injury. The aboveground biomass of every seedling was harvested on March
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15, 2019 after determining the final seedling height and whether seedlings suffered from freeze
damage. Plant samples were then dried at 65°C for 72 h to measure aboveground dry biomass.
4.3.4 Freezing experiment
We conducted a freezing experiment to assess the physiological response of A. californica and R.
integrifolia to low temperature treatments and evaluate how that response is affected by
acclimation to asymmetric climate warming for 3 months prior to freezing. The term
‘asymmetric warming’ is here used to refer to a warming treatment in which the temperature is
increased with respect to control (i.e., no acclimation) conditions more at night than during the
day. We only investigated the cold sensitivity of shrub species because in the two study sites the
dominant grass species are more tolerant to cold stress than shrubs. For example, Stipa pulchra, a
grass species that coexists with R. integrifolia in AHP, also appears abundantly in northern
California where it may survive extreme cold events with temperatures as low as -15°C.
Seedlings of A. californica (n = 48) and R. integrifolia (n = 48) were purchased from a nursery
and 24 seedlings of each species were randomly placed into each of the two growth chambers for
a three-month acclimation period. Each chamber had different temperature conditions, based on
the average of winter temperatures at AHP and Point Reyes Station: one chamber with 18°C/5°C
daytime/nighttime temperatures to reflect the current climate scenario and one with 20°C/9°C to
simulate future asymmetric warming scenario. The light intensity was set to 800 umol m-2 s-1
photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) from 7 am to 7 pm. Plants were watered based on the
mean growing season precipitation at AHP (330 mm) and PYNS (402 mm), respectively. After
acclimation, the volumetric soil water content was measured in pots of both species and
temperature treatments with five replicates using a soil moisture sensor (Waterscout SMEC300,
Spectrum Technologies Inc., Plainfield, IL, USA). Plant individuals (n = 4 per each species from
each chamber) were then assigned to one of five freezing temperature treatments (-2°C, -4°C, 6°C, -8°C and -10°C) and maintained for 3 h in a low-temperature 815 Precision Incubator
(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Immediately after the freezing treatment, shrubs were
gradually warmed to 5°C at rates of ~0.12°C min-1 and maintained at that temperature for 1 h.
The remaining shrubs served as the control group without freezing treatment and were
maintained under 5°C for 4 h before measurement. Plants were removed from the incubator and
three branch samples were cut from each shrub individual and defoliated using a razor blade
under distilled water to avoid cavitation. The xylem hydraulic conductivity was then measured
immediately using a hydraulic conductivity apparatus (Sperry et al. 1988, Kolb et al. 1996). The
branch sample was attached to the tubing system filled with 20 mmol/L KCl solution and then
enclosed within a vacuum canister. The vacuum pressure drove the solution through the xylem
from the beaker on an analytical balance (Acculab ALC-80.4; Sartorius Corp., Bohemia, NY,
USA) and the mass flow rate was recorded. The hydraulic conductivity (kh, kg m s-1 MPa-1) was
calculated as the slope of the change in mass flow rate through the stem segment over the change
in vacuum pressure gradient. The xylem specific hydraulic conductivity (ks, kg m-1 s-1 MPa-1)
was determined by dividing kh by the branch cross-sectional area with pith area excluded.
4.3.5 Modelling framework
We developed a minimal process-based modelling framework to investigate how climate
warming, vegetation-microclimate feedbacks and browsing can lead to the emergence of
alternative stable states in coastal ecosystems. The change rate in normalized woody plant cover
(Sn) can be modelled as the result of a logistic growth and mortality from freezing stress and
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browsing (D’Odorico et al. 2013, Huang et al. 2018)
2
d ( Sn )
Sn )
(
,
=  Sn (1 − Sn ) −  f (Tmin ) Sn − c
2
dt
( Sn ) + 1

(1)

where Sn = S/Sc, S is the woody plant cover per unit area, and Sc is the carrying capacity of
woody plant cover, α (time-1) is the intrinsic increase rate of woody cover, β (time-1) is the
maximum mortality rate of woody plants resulting from cold sensitivity, and c is the maximum
browsing pressure. To account for the stronger browsing-induced disturbance observed under the
canopies of R. integrifolia, the browsing pressure is expressed as the product of c by a nonlinear
term (Noy-Meir 1975, May 1977). We assume that A. californica shrubs may also be browsed by
herbivores (Genin and Badan-Dangon 1991), even though the volatile chemicals produced by
their leaves may decrease their attractiveness to herbivores. The negative impact of extreme low
temperatures on woody plant growth is modelled by the function f(Tmin) characterizing the shrub
response to Tmin, the minimum near surface temperatures within woody plant thickets (Figure 3)
f (Tmin ) =

 T −T 
1 1
− tanh  min
 ,
2 2
 k (T1 − T2 ) 

(2)

where T1 and T2 are two critical temperature values defining the species-specific cold sensitivity
of woody plants, T = (T1 + T2 ) / 2 , and k is a parameter determining the rate of convergence of

f(Tmin) from 0 to 1. T1 is the temperature when woody plants start to experience a reduction in the
xylem’s hydraulic conductivity and T2 is the temperature when a nearly complete loss of xylem
hydraulic conductivity occurs. The existence of woody cover can create a warming effect leading
to an increase in Tmin compared with local background minimum temperature (Tb) without woody
cover (Hayden 1998, He et al. 2010). The magnitude of this local warming effect depends on
woody plant cover Sn and can be expressed as (D’Odorico et al. 2013, Huang et al. 2018)
Tmin =Tb + Tmax Sn ,
(3)
where △Tmax denotes the maximum warming effect when S reaches its carrying capacity (i.e., Sn
= 1).

Figure 3. The mortality rate of woody plants as a function of the minimum temperature
within shrub thickets (Tmin). T1 and T2 are two critical temperatures defining the species73

specific cold sensitivity of woody plants. See Eq. 2 and its description for the details. The values
of T1 and T2 were estimated based on the results of freezing experiments.
We set α = 0.5 year-1 and β = 10 year-1 according to previous work (Huang et al. 2018) to reflect
the fact that the establishment of a full shrub thicket typically takes two to three decades while
the collapse in shrub density from a full cover state due to cold-induced shrub mortality can
occur within a few years when temperature consistently reaches values lower than T2. We should
note that the model results were qualitatively not sensitive to different parametrizations of α and
β. We set T1 = -2°C and T2 = -6°C for A. californica and T1 = -2°C and T2 = -4°C for R.
integrifolia respectively, based on results from the freezing experiment. We extracted the 20%
coldest nights to determine the maximum warming effect that shrub canopy can induce (i.e., △
Tmax). According to the temperature data, △Tmax was 1.75°C for A. californica and 2.15°C for R.
integrifolia. We simulated scenarios with different c values (0, 0.5, 1, and 5) to examine to what
extent ecosystem stability is sensitive to the strength of browsing pressure. The equilibrium
states of woody vegetation dynamics were identified by (i) first inserting Eqs. 2 and 3 into Eq. 1
dSn
=0 under varying conditions of Tb and c.
and (ii) setting
dt
Mangroves such as Rhizophora mangle (red mangrove), Avicennia germinans (black mangrove),
and Laguncularia racemosa (white mangrove) have been encroaching into the adjacent salt
marsh areas along the Atlantic coast of Florida, USA (Cavanaugh et al. 2014). The increase in
minimum temperatures has been suggested to be the major driver of the expansion of these coldintolerant woody species (Osland et al. 2017). This phenomenon can be further sustained and
entrenched by the microclimate warming effects associated with the establishment of mangrove
canopies (D’Odorico et al. 2013). Here we apply the modelling framework to investigate
whether and to what extent the vegetation-microclimate feedbacks can lead to the emergence of
bistability and critical transitions in mangrove-salt marsh ecotones. In the case of mangroves, we
set T1 = -6°C, T2 = -10°C and △Tmax = 3.24°C based on empirical data from the literature
(Cavanaugh et al. 2014, Devaney et al. 2017). The main variables and parameters in the
modelling framework were summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of main variables and parameters in the modelling framework.
Symbol
Variables
Woody plant cover
Minimum temperature within woody thickets
Background minimum temperature without
woody cover
Maximum herbivory pressure
Parameters
Intrinsic increase rate of woody cover
Maximum woody plant mortality rate due to cold
sensitivity
Carrying capacity of woody plant cover
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Default value

S
Tmin
Tb
c
α
β

0.5 year-1
10 year-1

Sc

1

Parameter determining the rate of convergence of
f(Tmin) from 0 to 1
Critical temperature at which woody plant
mortality starts to occur

k

0.2

T1

Critical temperature resulting in complete
mortality of woody plants

T2

Maximum warming effect of woody canopy

△Tmax

-2°C (A. californica)
-2°C (R. integrifolia)
-6°C (mangroves)
-6°C (A. californica)
-4°C (R. integrifolia)
-10°C (mangroves)
1.75°C (A. californica)
2.15°C (R. integrifolia)
3.24°C (mangroves)

4.3.6 Statistical analyses
The nighttime (from 8 pm to 6 am) temperatures were extracted to calculate the nightly mean
temperature in shrub thickets and in adjacent open canopy areas. The difference in mean
temperatures between shrubland and grassland was tested using the Student’s t-test (α = 0.05).
The relationship between the nighttime temperature difference between shrubland and adjacent
grassland and the minimum temperature in grasslands was fitted by standardized major axis
(SMA) regression using lmodel2 function in lmodel2 package (Legendre 2014) given that both
variables may contain measurement errors. The effects of freezing treatments and warming
acclimation as well as their interactions on xylem specific hydraulic conductivity were analyzed
using the linear mixed-effects models through lmer function in lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015)
and pairwise comparisons were conducted using Tukey’s HSD test through TukeyHSD function
in stats package (α = 0.05). The Student’s t-test (α = 0.05) was used to detect the significance of
the difference in soil moisture of pots in control and warming treatments. The mean seedling
height and above-ground biomass of individual seedlings growing under shrub canopies and in
grassland areas were calculated for each of the eight plots (microsites) and then compared using
the Student’s t-test (α = 0.05) to avoid pseudo-replication. The difference in the proportion of
damaged seedlings was determined using generalized linear model (GLM) regression through
glm function in in stats package. All the analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 2018).
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Microclimate warming effects of woody cover
We found empirical evidence of reduced freezing stress underneath the shrub canopies of both A.
californica and R. integrifolia. At both the Arroyo Hondo site near the northern range edge of R.
integrifolia and the Point Reyes site near the northern boundary of A. californica, grasslands
experienced multiple freeze events (nine freezing nights at Arroyo Hondo and six at Point Reyes)
while the understory of shrub thickets experienced none (Figure 4a, d). Both minimum and mean
nightly temperatures were significantly higher within the shrub thickets than in adjacent
grassland areas throughout the winter season at both sites (Tukey HSD test, all P < 0.001).
Notably, during the coldest nights when shrubs are most vulnerable to freeze damage (nights
with 20% lowest minimum temperatures), the minimum temperature was on average 2.15°C and
1.75°C higher within shrub thickets than in adjacent grassland areas at Arroyo Hondo and Point
Reyes, respectively (Tukey HSD test, both P < 0.001, Figure 4b, e), suggesting the occurrence of
an ecologically important microclimate modification by shrub cover. Furthermore, a stronger
shrub-induced warming occurred during colder nights at both field sites (Figure 4c, f).
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Figure 4. Local temperature difference between shrubland and grassland during cold
season. (a) and (d), mean (line), maximum and minimum (shaded) nightly temperatures within
shrub thickets (Tshrub, pink) and in open grassland (Tgrass, green) at Arroyo Hondo Preserve and
Point Reyes field station, respectively. Blue points represent the nightly temperature difference
(Tshrub - Tgrass) and black arrows indicate the freezing events documented in grassland. (b) and (e),
violin plots showing the 20% lowest minimum nightly temperatures between two microsites at
the two field sites, respectively. Black points represent the mean value and error bars indicate
one standard error. (c) and (f), the relationship between nightly temperature difference (Tshrub Tgrass) and minimum nightly temperature in grassland at the two field sites, respectively.
4.4.2 Seedling growth underneath shrub canopy versus in open grassland
A seedling transplant experiment underneath versus outside of shrub canopies confirmed the
importance of shrub microclimate warming. A significant lower percentage of transplanted R.
integrifolia seedlings suffered from freeze damage (see Methods) under shrub canopies (27.5%)
than in adjacent grassland areas (65%, GLM, deviance = 11.60, P < 0.001, Figure 5a). However,
seedlings beneath shrubs had significantly lower mean aboveground biomass (0.78 g) and height
(2.71 cm) at the end of the growing season than seedlings in grassland (9.87 g and 31.16 cm
respectively, Tukey HSD test, both P < 0.001, Figure 5b, c). The reduced seedling biomass under
shrub canopies is likely due to the consumption of above-ground biomass by herbivores such as
dusky-footed woodrats (Neotoma fuscipes) and lagomorphs which are known to be present in
Arroyo Hondo Preserve. Indeed, consistent physical damage to the seedlings (loss of foliage and
chewed stems) was widely observed in seedlings transplanted under shrub canopies compared to
seedlings transplanted in the open grassland (Huang, pers. obs.).
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Figure 5. Seedling growth of R. integrifolia during winter growing season under shrub
canopy versus in open grassland. (a), the percentage of transplant seedlings experiencing
freeze-induced damage. (b), the mean individual aboveground biomass of transplanted seedlings.
(c), the changes in mean individual height of transplanted seedlings underneath shrub canopy
(pink) and in open grassland (green) across the winter season. Error bars indicate one standard
error of the mean.
4.4.3 Hydraulic vulnerability of shrub seedlings to freezing temperatures
The xylem specific hydraulic conductivity (ks) of both shrub species showed a decrease with
increasing freezing stress (Figure 6). Under the current climate scenario, A. californica and R.
integrifolia lost 51.6% and 53.8% of ks, respectively, when freezing temperature dropped from
5°C to -2°C and 86.3% and 96.2% of ks, respectively, when air temperatures dropped from 5°C
to -10°C (Tukey HSD test, all P < 0.001). Likewise, shrubs acclimated under warmer conditions
exhibited similar declining trends in ks with decreasing freezing temperatures. For example, the
ks of A. californica and R. integrifolia decreased by 48.3% (78.1%) and 35.1% (95.2%),
respectively, when temperature cooled from 5°C to -2°C (-10°C) (Tukey HSD test, all P <
0.018). Interestingly, warm-acclimated plants of both species had lower ks when above freezing,
but converged on equally low ks values as unacclimated plants once frozen. The linear mixedeffects model results indicated that the freezing treatment, warming acclimation and their
interactions all had significant effects on ks of both species (all P < 0.018, Table 2).
Table 2. Results of the linear mixed-effects model evaluating the effects of freezing treatment,
warming acclimation and their interactions on the xylem-specific hydraulic conductivity of
A. californica and R. integrifolia.
𝛘2

df

P value

Freezing treatment

678.42

5

< 0.001

Acclimation

22.77

1

< 0.001

Freezing treatment × Acclimation

37.10

5

< 0.001

Source
A. californica

R. integrifolia
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Freezing treatment

1159.72

5

< 0.001

Acclimation

12.37

1

< 0.001

Freezing treatment × Acclimation

44.77

5

< 0.001

Figure 6. Xylem-specific hydraulic conductivity (ks) of A. californica (a) and R. integrifolia
(b) in response to freezing temperatures. Shrub seedlings were grown under both control
(18°C/5°C daytime/nighttime temperatures) and warming conditions (20°C/9°C) for three
months before freezing treatments and measurements. Error bars indicate one standard error of
the mean. Different letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05) among temperature
treatments in control and warmed groups, respectively. Asterisk indicates a significant difference
(P < 0.05) between control and warmed groups under a given freezing temperature treatment.
4.4.4 Abiotic and biotic controls of ecosystem stability
The modelling results show that woody vegetation dynamics may be bistable within a range of
minimum background temperatures (i.e., temperature in the absence of woody canopies, Tb)
(Figure 7). For example, the system is stable only with no woody cover when the browsing
pressure c = 0 and Tb is lower than roughly -3.5°C for A. californica, -4°C for R. integrifolia and
-9°C for mangroves; while the system has only one stable state with woody cover when Tb
exceeds a critical threshold (about -3°C for A. californica, -2.5°C for R. integrifolia and -7°C for
mangroves). When Tb falls between the above two critical temperatures, the system is bistable
such that it can be stable both with grass cover and colder nocturnal microclimate and with
woody cover and warmer nights. As Tb increases as a result of climate warming, the system may
shift in a relatively discontinuous way to the woody stable state. The bistable dynamics are also
dependent on browsing pressure (c) on woody plants, which affects the size of the basin of
attraction, hence the resilience or the capacity of the system to withstand disturbances without
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changing the basin of attraction (Holling 1973, Scheffer et al. 2001). Figure 7 shows that, as
expected, both the woody cover and its resilience decreased with increasing browsing pressure
(c), indicating that the system is less prone to woody plant encroachment.

Figure 7. Bistability of woody vegetation dynamics induced by vegetation-microclimate
feedbacks. (a) A. californica at Point Reyes field station; (b) R. integrifolia at Arroyo Hondo
Preserve; and (c) mangroves (Laguncularia racemose, Rhizophora mangle and Avicennia
germinans) on the Atlantic coast of Florida. This figure shows how sensitive the normalized
woody plant density (Sn) is to background temperature (Tb) under different browsing pressures
denoted by c. For example, around the temperature transition zone of about -7°C, a small
increase in Tb can lead to transition from salt marsh to a stable mangrove cover. Stable states are
indicated by horizontal blue, red, orange and black lines while unstable states are indicated by
vertical light blue, pink, yellow and grey lines.
4.5 Discussion
The existence of vegetation canopy cover can significantly alter local-scale biophysical
processes such as heat transfer and radiative cooling, and further affect microclimate conditions
including near-surface temperature and humidity (Geiger 1965, Bonan 2008, Li et al. 2015). Our
study shows the occurrence of a significant local warming effect induced by the presence of
woody cover. The local temperature in the coldest nights (20% lowest quintile) was nearly 2°C
higher in shrub thickets than in adjacent grassland areas both in R. integrifolia-grass ecotones in
southern California and in A. californica-grass ecotones in northern California. Previous studies
have found a similar warming effect of ~3°C in mangrove patches that are expanding along the
Atlantic coast of Florida (Devaney et al. 2017), and ~2°C in shrub canopies that have spread on
the barrier islands of Virginia (Huang et al. 2018), indicating that this microclimate feedback
may exist in many coastal woodland-grassland ecotones where freezing stress occurs and limits
woody encroachment. The degree of this warming effect may primarily depend on elements of
canopy structure such as canopy density or leaf area index because the presence of the woody
canopy reduces the rate of radiative cooling at night (He et al. 2010), although other factors such
as the background environmental conditions such as temperature and wind speed can also be
important. This microclimate warming can play a crucial role in maintaining shrub physiological
functions when minimum temperatures are near the freezing point (Figure 6). For example, it
significantly reduced the probability of freeze-induced damage in shrub seedlings growing
beneath woody canopies with respect to those in open grassland areas. Therefore, the local
vegetation-microclimate feedback can act as a more immediate mechanism for woody plant
encroachment in many ecotones. Moreover, it can lead to the emergence of important non-linear
behaviors as shown by the model simulations.
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Both A. californica and R. integrifolia experienced a significant decline (51.6% and 53.8%,
respectively in control/no acclimation treatment, and 48.3% and 35.1% under warming
acclimation) in xylem hydraulic conductivity when temperature decreased from 5°C to -2°C,
suggesting that these species exhibit a strong cold sensitivity. The warming acclimation
significantly increased shrubs’ vulnerability to hydraulic failure by significantly reducing the
hydraulic conductivity (with respect to non-acclimated individuals) at higher freezing
temperatures but no significant differences in hydraulic conductivity were found between warmacclimated and non-acclimated shrubs under more extreme freezing stress (Figure 6). In contrast
to previous work showing that drought may increase cold tolerance of woody plants (Medeiros
and Pockman 2011), we found a warming-induced decline in hydraulic conductivity, which can
be explained as the effect of water stress (e.g., from drought-induced cavitation). The significant
interactive effects of warming and freezing treatment were confirmed by the linear mixed-effects
model analysis (Table 2). The occurrence of drought stress under warming is evidenced by the
significantly lower soil moisture found in warm-acclimated pots than in the control group for
both A. californica (5.1% versus 7.7%, respectively, t = 4.15, P = 0.001) and R. integrifolia
(9.0% versus 12.6%, respectively, t = 5.00, P < 0.001).
The significantly reduced biomass and consistent physical damage under woody canopies are
primarily attributed to browsing rather than other factors such as shading and resource
competition (i.e., seedlings appeared damaged rather than merely suppressed), although these
factors can also alter seedling growth dynamics. The effect of shading on seedling growth highly
depends on the shade tolerance of the specific woody species. For example, the shading effect of
mangrove canopies may contribute to the mortality of white mangrove seedlings, but it is not
likely to affect the growth of red and black mangrove seedlings due to their higher shade
tolerance (Devaney et al. 2017). In the Arroyo Hondo Preserve the browsing-induced loss in
shrub seedling biomass may come from small mammals such as dusky-footed woodrats and
lagomorphs that probably prefer to forage within shrub thickets to avoid predators. The higher
woody seedling biomass consumption by herbivores in woodland compared to grassland was
also observed at mangrove-salt marsh ecotones on the Atlantic coast of Florida (Devaney et al.
2017). Therefore, the positive vegetation-microclimate feedback may be counteracted by
browsing. In addition, woody plant encroachment and critical transitions from grassland to
woodland are less likely to occur if the browsing pressure is extremely intense (c = 5, Figure 7)
which directly causes a substantial reduction in woody biomass. Therefore, woody vegetation
dynamics are controlled by complex interactions between abiotic factors (e.g., microclimate) and
biotic drivers (e.g., browsing) (Figure 8). We should note that in the modeling framework we
have assumed that woody plants have competitive advantages over grasses and the only factor
limiting woody plant expansion in these ecotones is cold stress. Therefore, a loss of grass
biomass from grazing would have minimal effects on woody cover change. However, the
presence or absence of grasses is known to affect shrubs through the dynamics of fire (Holdo et
al. 2009), which is not explicitly accounted for in this study partially because (i) this indirect
effect of grass biomass on woody vegetation dynamics is site-specific and relatively difficult to
quantify; and (ii) some woody species such as R. integrifolia are relatively fire resistant and can
resprout after fire events.
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Figure 8. Woody plant encroachment affected by exogenous drivers (climate warming and
browsing) and the positive vegetation-microclimate feedbacks.
Mangroves in coastal ecosystems along the Atlantic coast of Florida can increase the nocturnal
minimum temperatures by about 3°C on coldest nights (Devaney et al. 2017). Moreover,
biogeographical studies have shown that the mangrove cover declined by nearly 25% when
minimum temperature drops below -6°C while there was almost no mangrove cover when the
minimum temperature reaches -10°C (Cavanaugh et al. 2014). Our modelling analysis shows
that the vegetation can shift from the stable salt marsh state to another stable state with full
mangrove cover when minimum temperature exceeds -7°C (Figure 7c), although browsing may
reduce the resilience of mangrove vegetation. For instance, previous work has documented the
severe damage of crab (A. pisonii) herbivory to mangrove leaves (Devaney et al. 2017). Our
model prediction shows a remarkable agreement with empirical observations that North
American mangroves may establish in areas where the minimum temperature exceeds -7.1°C
(Osland et al. 2017). This nonlinear transition may also occur in many other mangrove-salt
marsh ecotones worldwide including those existing in South America, Southeast Africa, Eastern
Asia and New Zealand, where the latitudinal limits of mangrove distribution is primarily
controlled by minimum temperatures (Osland et al. 2017). Our analysis of vegetation dynamics
at these ecotones suggests that the widely observed poleward expansion of mangroves is likely to
continue under global warming with local non-linear changes or tipping points in response to
increasing temperatures and has important impacts on the structure, functioning, and resilience of
coastal ecosystems (Cavanaugh et al. 2014, Guo et al. 2017).
Vegetation-microclimate feedbacks have been proposed as an important mechanism sustaining
woody plant encroachment in many woodland-grassland ecotones worldwide, including the
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displacement of alpine meadow by forests and shrub encroachment into arid grasslands
(D’Odorico et al. 2013). Our study suggests that woody plant encroachment and vegetation type
transitions in some coastal ecosystems can also be enhanced by the mitigation of local
temperature regimes through positive feedbacks between woody canopy and the physical
environment, although biotic factors such as browsing may counteract the effect of this local
warming feedback. Climate warming, which is expected to continue (with increasing magnitude)
in the next several decades (IPCC 2014), will likely facilitate the expansion of woody plants in
cold-limiting regions. This non-linear and often highly irreversible transition in vegetation type
has significant influences on ecological and hydrological processes across scales and further
impacts ecosystem functioning and services in ways both positive and negative for human
society. For example, woody plant encroachment may potentially enhance carbon and nutrient
storage and can increase vegetation biomass and productivity, which increases the wave
attenuation capacity of coastal ecosystems (Kelleway et al. 2017). Specifically, the existence of
mangroves can lead to greater sediment accretion and organic matter accumulation thereby
increasing surface elevations and the system’s resilience in response to sea level rise and storm
disturbances (Saintilan et al. 2014). However, in some cases shrub encroachment in coastal zones
may also cause shoreline erosion in the long term by blocking sediment transport in barrier
islands (Zinnert et al. 2016, 2017). Furthermore, woody plant expansion can result in a
substantial loss in plant diversity (Ratajczak et al. 2012), create a more unsuitable habitat for
fauna adapted to open canopy areas, and lead to the loss of the associated ecosystem services
(Kelleway et al. 2017). Therefore, depending on the specific system, this transition in plant
dominance can be viewed either as a positive or a negative change (Eldridge et al. 2011).
Ecosystem bistability often involves hysteresis such that the ecosystem’s reversal to the original
state requires additional changes in external forcing, which adds significantly to the difficulties
of ecological restoration and environmental management (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003).
Our findings suggest that climate warming may induce a non-linear shift in some coastal
ecosystems from a stable state without woody cover to a stable state with woody plant
dominance through vegetation-microclimate feedbacks. Interestingly, our results show that
seedlings growing under shrub canopies experienced significantly less freeze damage but were at
a higher risk of browsing damage. Our model identifies a threshold nocturnal temperature i.e., 2.5°C and -3°C for shrubland-grassland ecotones in southern and northern California as well as 7°C for mangrove-salt marsh ecotones along the Atlantic coast of Florida above which a critical
transition to woodland may occur. Therefore, this study highlights how the complex interactions
of large-scale drivers (i.e., climate warming) and local abiotic and biotic feedbacks may induce
critical transitions to a state with woody plant dominance, although other variables such as soil
nutrients, water availability, fire management, and land use change may also regulate woody
vegetation dynamics in these ecosystems. Such a transition may be widespread, involving
different woody plant species across a variety of coastal regions where the latitudinal limits of
woody plants are majorly constrained by cold stress.
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CHAPTER 5
Critical phenomena in the spatio-temporal patterns of woody vegetation encroachment in
coastal ecosystems
This chapter is presently under review as: Huang, H., Tuley, P. A., Tu, C., Zinnert, J. C.,
Rodriguez-Iturbe, I., D’Odorico, P. Critical phenomena in the spatio-temporal patterns of woody
vegetation encroachment in coastal ecosystems.
5.1 Abstract
Ecosystems may undergo critical transitions from one stable state to another in response to
gradual changes in external drivers such as climate conditions and disturbance regime.
Ecosystem state changes can be relatively abrupt, non-linear, and difficult to anticipate in realworld situations. Recent work has shown that climate warming may cause an abrupt grasslandto-shrubland transition in ecotones through vegetation-microclimate feedbacks whereby woody
plants reduce nocturnal cooling and their own exposure to freezing stress. It is unclear how such
a transition is associated with signs of critical phenomena in the spatio-temporal patterns of
woody vegetation and whether such patterns can serve as leading indicators of critical transitions
in coastal vegetation dynamics. Here, we combine high-resolution imagery from 1972 to 2013
with a stochastic cellular automata model to investigate the spatial patterns of woody patches on
Hog Island (Virginia, USA) and shed light on the underlying mechanisms. We show that the size
distribution of woody patches follows a power law in the years preceding woody plant expansion
(after 1990). The model results confirm that the patch size distribution follows a power law when
the background minimum temperature is between -16°C and -15.5°C. The observed critical
phenomena are primarily driven by vegetation-microclimate feedbacks and serve as early
warning signals of critical transitions associated with temperature-controlled woody plant
encroachment in this island.
5.2 Introduction
The poleward expansion of cold-sensitive woody species into adjacent grasslands has been
observed in a variety of ecosystems worldwide, ranging from arctic tundras to desert and coastal
grasslands (Archer et al. 1995, Maher and Germino 2006, Knapp et al. 2008, McKee and Rooth
2008, Huang et al. 2018, 2020). This widespread shift in vegetation dominance has profound
impacts on carbon sequestration, ecosystem productivity, and resilience (Huenneke et al. 2002,
Li et al. 2007, D'Odorico et al. 2012). Woody plant encroachment may result from a number of
factors, including climate warming, increasing atmospheric CO2, nitrogen deposition, and land
use change (Van Auken 2000, Sankaran et al. 2005, Gehrig-Fasel et al. 2007, D'Odorico et al.
2012). In regions where freezing stress has historically limited the expansion of woody plants,
global or regional warming may reduce the frequency of extreme cold events and the associated
freeze-induced mortality of woody plants (Cavanaugh et al. 2014, Huang et al. 2018, 2020). This
phenomenon can be enhanced by local-scale vegetation-microclimate feedbacks, which can also
play an important role in driving the range shifts of many cold-sensitive woody species by
altering the near surface energy balance, thereby reducing cold stress exposure (D'Odorico et al.
2013, He et al. 2014, Huang et al. 2018). Specifically, woody canopies can absorb part of the
nighttime long-wave radiation from the ground surface and then reflect or reradiate it back to the
ground, thus reducing radiative cooling and creating a warmer microclimate compared to
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adjacent open canopy areas and grasslands (He et al. 2010, D'Odorico et al. 2013). Because of
this positive feedback, an abrupt shift from one stable state with grass cover to another with
woody plant dominance may occur in cold-stressed ecotones when the minimum temperature
increases above a critical threshold (D'Odorico et al. 2013, Huang et al. 2020). Thus, important
non-linearities may emerge in vegetation dynamics, including bifurcations and critical
transitions. It is still unclear, however, how the spatial structure of vegetation changes in the
course of such transitions and whether at the verge of a shift to the woodland state vegetation
patterns exhibit the emergence of critical phenomena (scaling relations and power law
distributions) typical of systems approaching critical points (Sugihara and May 1990, RodriguezIturbe and Rinaldo 1997, Majumder et al. 2019, Staver et al. 2019). For example, previous work
has shown that the vegetation patches in some arid ecosystems including savannas may follow a
power law distribution when the system is at the verge of a critical transition (Scanlon et al.
2007, Scheffer et al. 2009).
Here we focus on the case of barrier islands along the eastern shore of Virginia, USA, where the
woody species, Morella cerifera L., has encroached into adjacent grasslands over the last century
(Zinnert et al. 2016). A nearly 40% increase in M. cerifera cover was observed across these
islands. For instance, on Hog Island (Virginia) the shrub cover has reached about 50% (Figure 1)
(Zinnert et al. 2016, Huang et al. 2018). Recent work has documented the occurrence of a
positive feedback between the establishment of M. cerifera shrubs and microclimate (Thompson
et al. 2017, Wood et al. 2020). As a result of this feedback temporal dynamics of M. cerifera
may undergo critical transitions from a stable state with grass cover to another state dominated
by M. cerifera shrubs (Huang et al. 2018). Critical transitions have been extensively documented
in a variety of ecosystems across the globe (May 1977, Scheffer et al. 2001). These non-linear
ecosystem behaviors are often highly irreversible and difficult to anticipate in real-world systems
(Ives and Carpenter 2007, Scheffer et al. 2009, Ratajczak et al. 2018). Here we use the case M.
cerifera on Hog Island to investigate the spatiotemporal dynamics of shrub encroachment and
document how, as they approach the critical point, these dynamics exhibit critical phenomena
evidenced by scaling laws and power law distributions in the spatial patterns of vegetation.
We use a combination of high-resolution imagery data from 1972 to 2013 and a process-based
modelling framework to examine the size (area) distribution of woody patches and its
dependence on background climate conditions. Specifically, we tested (i) whether the spatial
patterning can be described by a power law in some specific years; (ii) the extent to which these
empirical patterns can be explained by our physical understanding of the underlying processes
through a mechanistic model of vegetation dynamics capturing the complexity of the system; and
(iii) whether the spatial patterns of woody vegetation change over time.
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Figure 1. Changes in shrub cover on Hog Island, Virginia, USA from 1972 to 2013. The blue
pixels indicate shrub patches and the upland outline (excluding marsh) is denoted each year in
black. The image inset is color infrared imagery from 5 Jul 1986.
5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Satellite data processing and fragmentation analysis
To investigate the spatial patterns of M. cerifera on Hog Island, VA, detailed maps of evergreen
shrub cover were created using georectified aerial photography and hyperspectral imagery.
Cloud-free aerial photography was obtained from USGS Earth Explorer for the following dates:
2 Dec 1972 (color infrared), 5 Jul 1986 (color infrared), 5 Jul 1990 (color infrared), and 20 Mar
1994 (RGB). In 2013, hyperspectral imagery was available for Hog Island, VA (48 band
hyperspectral) (USACE-TEC 2013). A seamless mosaic was performed on the multiple images
which made up the 1972 scene and imagery resolution ranged from 0.41 – 1 m2. Regions of
interest (ROI) were selected in each year for shrub cover using the bands available in each image
(ENVI 5.5.3, LH3 Harris Geospatial) based on geo-rectified aerial photography, field surveyed
woody thickets of known age using a Trimble Geo-XT GPS unit (Young et al. 2007), and woody
thicket sampling locations of known age (Young et al. 1995). Shrub thicket homogeneity and
high leaf cover, and the evergreen leaf habit relative to the otherwise sparse grassland cover and
diversity in the system creates distinct boundaries that are ideal for interpretation of shrub cover
(Young et al. 2007). After ROIs were selected, supervised classifications were performed using
the maximum likelihood method. Accuracy assessments were performed for each classification
(Table S1).
The resulting shrub cover was exported to ArcGIS 10.7 (ESRI) and then exported to the program
FRAGSTATS 4.2 for spatial pattern analysis (McGarigal et al. 2012). We calculated the size
(area, m2) of each shrub patch identified in satellite images. We then fitted a power law to the
inverse cumulative distribution of shrub patch sizes, defined as P(A ≥ a), the probability of a
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cluster area A being greater than or equal to a given value a (Kéfi et al. 2007, Clauset et al.
2009).
5.3.2 Cellular automata model
We developed a stochastic cellular automata model to account for the effects of positive
vegetation-microclimate feedbacks on the spatiotemporal dynamics of M. cerifera and explain
the emergence of power laws in shrub patch size distribution. The model simulations were
performed on a lattice composed of 300 × 50 cells to mimic the shape of Hog Island which has a
length of ~12 km and a maximum width of ~2 km. We considered two vegetation states, namely,
shrubs (S) or grasses (G); each cell in the lattice had either S or G cover. We define pS (pG) as the
fraction of shrub (grass) cells in the whole lattice, and qS|G (qG|S) the fraction of shrub (grass)
cells in the von Neumann neighborhood of a grass (shrub) cell (the four nearest neighbors that
share one edge with the focal cell).
We follow Kefi et al. (2007) and model the transition probability of a G cell to a S cell (i.e. from
grassland to shrubland) as follows
wG →S =   pS + (1 −  ) qS |G  (1 − pS ) ,
(1)
where α is the intrinsic growth rate of M. cerifera shrubs, δ is the fraction of shrub growth
contributed globally by the presence of other shrubs in the domain and 1- δ is the fraction of
shrub growth facilitated locally by the presence of shrubs in the von Neumann neighborhood.
The term (1 – pS) describes how the growth and establishment of shrub seedlings is constrained
by limiting resources such as soil water and nutrients, light and physical space.
The cold-induced mortality probability of shrubs in a S cell (i.e. transition from shrub to grass
cover) depends on Tmin, the minimum temperatures within shrub thickets, and is expressed as
(2)
wS →G =  f (Tmin ) ,
where β is the maximum mortality probability caused by freeze damage. f(Tmin) is a hyperbolic
tangent function describing how shrub mortality increases from 0 to the maximum with
decreasing Tmin (Huang et al. 2020)
1 1
(3)
f (Tmin ) = − tanh (Tmin − T ) ,
2 2
where T is the average of two critical temperatures (T1 and T2) characterizing the cold
intolerance of M. cerifera shrubs. Specifically, T1 is the temperature when shrubs start to
experience freeze-induced damage and T2 is the temperature when shrubs suffer a nearly
complete loss of xylem hydraulic conductivity. The local warming effect, which is induced by
the woody canopies through altering near surface energy budget, results in a higher Tmin
compared to the background minimum temperature (Tb) in adjacent open grassland (Hayden
1998, He et al. 2010). The magnitude of this local warming effect is dependent on shrub density
in the nearest neighborhood (qS|S or 1- qG|S) and can be modeled through a linear function as
Tmin =Tb + Tmax (1 − qG|S ) ,
(4)
where △Tmax is the maximum local warming effect.
We performed model simulations for different values of Tb. For each of the given Tb scenarios,
we ran 10 realizations. For each realization, we ran the model until the patch cover reached a
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relatively stable state which is defined as the condition in which the change in the fractional
cover of shrub patches between two consecutive time steps is smaller than 0.001. After the stable
state was reached, the number and size of shrub patches were calculated. The mean patch size
distributions for each Tb scenario were determined by averaging the values of all realizations.
The initial values of pS and qG|S were set to 0.5 for each simulation. The values of parameters
were obtained from experimental data or estimated empirically based on shrub growth
characteristics to reflect field conditions as in Huang et al. (2018). Therefore, T1 = -15°C, T2 = 20°C, △Tmax = 2°C. The parameters α and β were set at 0.05 and 1, respectively, keeping the
same α/β ratio as in the corresponding parameters in Huang et al. (2018). We assigned a much
greater value to β compared to α to indicate that a full shrub canopy can collapse within a
relatively shorter time frame (a few years) when high freeze stress occurs, compared to the time
(several decades) required for shrub patch establishment. We used δ = 0.3 to reflect that shrub
seedling establishment is more dependent on shrub density in the neighborhood. We should note
that the modelling results are qualitatively insensitive to δ.
To further investigate the possible stable states of woodland–grassland systems under different
background temperature conditions, we used mean field analysis (Kéfi et al. 2007). The mean
field analysis assumes that there is no spatial structure such that the global vegetation densities
(pS or pG) are equal to the local vegetation densities (qS|G or qG|S). This simplification allows us to
derive a single equation for woody plant growth
dS
= pG wG →S − pS wS →G = (1 − pS )  pS (1 − pS ) − pS  f (Tmin ) .
(5)
dt
dS
= 0 in
The stable equilibrium points were determined at different Tb temperatures by setting
dt
Eqn (5) and solving for it.
5.4 Results
The long-term historical climate data from a nearby NOAA meteorological station in Painter,
Virginia shows that the annual minimum temperature significantly increased from 1972 to 2013
on Virginia barrier islands (Figure 2; slope = 0.12, P < 0.001). This long-term climate warming
is consistent with the observed expansion of the cold sensitive M. cerifera shrub across Hog
Island over this period (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Long term changes in annual lowest minimum temperature in Painter station,
Virginia from 1972 to 2013. The shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval range.
The results from imagery data show that the size distribution of shrub patches on Hog Island
varied from 1972 to 2013. Around the years 1986 and 1990, the shrub patch size distribution
followed a power law, P[A ≥ a] ~ a-λ (λ = 0.73 and 0.76, R2 > 0.99; Figure 3 B, C), while both in
the previous and in the subsequent years it deviated from a power law (Figure 3 A, D, and E). As
expected, the number of larger patches and their size increased between 1972 and 2013 in the
course of the encroachment process. In the years between 1986 and 1990 the spatial patterns of
vegetation exhibited signs of critical phenomena, as evidenced by the emergence of power law
distribution of shrub patch size and the associated fractal properties. The year 1990 preceded the
relatively rapid expansion of M. cerifera across the island. The emergence of critical phenomena
(i.e., power law distributions) suggests that the shift in species dominance may be associated
with a phase transition.

Figure 3. The observed size distribution of woody patches on Hog Island based on imagery
data in 1972 (A), 1986 (B), 1990 (C), 1994 (D) and 2013 (E). The size distribution follows a
power law in 1986 and 1990.
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Previous work has investigated the dynamics of shrub expansion in the time domain and shown
how positive feedbacks between shrubs and microclimate may induce critical transitions
(D’Odorico et al. 2013). The occurrence of such feedbacks is supported by empirical evidence of
nocturnal warming in the presence of M. cerifera and the cold sensitivity of this species, which
undergoes a significant decline in xylem conductivity as the temperature drops below -15°C
(Huang et al. 2018). Interestingly, the last five decades have seen a consistent warming trend in
the Eastern shore of Virginia, which has reduced M. cerifera’s exposure to cold (T < -15°C)
events (Figure 2). To explain the processes underlying these critical phenomena and the
occurrence of a phase transition in the spatiotemporal dynamics of woody plant encroachment,
we developed a stochastic cellular automata model that accounts for the vegetation-microclimate
feedbacks, expressing the local facilitation by adjacent woody canopies on the transition rate of
grasses to shrubs. We used this model to examine whether the observed power law in patch size
distribution may emerge from positive vegetation-microclimate feedbacks (see Methods and
Materials for details). Differently from previous efforts (Scanlon et al. 2007), the model was
parameterized using experimental data from field and laboratory measurements (Huang et al.
2018) to provide realistic representations of the driving processes.
The modeling results show that the patch-size distribution changed depending on the minimum
background temperature (Tb). The distribution deviated from a power law and was closer to an
exponential distribution when Tb was lower than -16.5°C (Figure 4A, B). At these temperatures
M. cerifera shrubs are likely to experience freeze-induced mortality via losses of xylem
hydraulic conductivity (Huang et al. 2018). Therefore, at these low temperatures most shrub
patches were relatively small while the formation of large patches was prevented by freezing
stress, as indicated by the exponential distribution. In contrast, we found that the size distribution
can be overall described by a power law when Tb is in the -15.5─-16.0°C range. The best fit to a
power law was found with Tb = -15.84°C (Figure 4C). At this temperature the warmer
microclimate conditions that occur beneath woody canopies as the result of vegetationmicroclimate feedbacks significantly reduce the cold-induced mortality of M. cerifera shrubs
thereby triggering critical transitions from grassland to shrubland (Huang et al. 2018).
Interestingly, power law distributions are detected in shrub patches only when the system is
undergoing a critical state change. In fact, as Tb increased above -15.3°C, the patch size
distribution deviated from a power law (Figure 4D). This finding indicates that critical
phenomena occur only at the verge of the transition, consistent with the theory of critical point
physics. The existence of this sharp transition is explained by the fact that only a slight increase
in minimum temperatures is needed to release shrubs from cold stress thereby allowing woody
patches to continue to grow even without the warming effect of vegetation-microclimate
feedbacks. This leads to an increased proportion of large patches, as shown in Figure 4D.
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Figure 4. Cellular automata model results showing the size distribution of woody patches
under different background minimum temperature (Tb) conditions: -17°C (A), -16.5°C (B),
-15.84°C (C), and -15.3°C (D). The size distribution follows a power law when Tb = -15.84°C.
Overall, the spatial patterns of shrub patches obtained from the cellular automata model are
consistent with the empirical observations from satellite data. For example, the shrub patches on
Hog Island exhibited a power law distribution in 1986 and 1990 and deviated from a power law
both before and after, suggesting that the emergence of these fractal properties is evidence of
critical phenomena at the critical point. The -15.8°C temperature at which the model predicts a
power law distribution of shrub patches corresponds to the limit for cold stress tolerance detected
by physiological measurements in M. cerifera (Huang et al. 2018). In particular, the scaling
exponent λ estimated from the model (0.79) is very similar to that calculated from the 1986 and
1990 imagery data (0.73 and 0.76, respectively).
To investigate the role played by the positive shrub-microclimate feedback in the emergence of
critical behavior, we ran some simulations without accounting for the local warming effect in the
neighborhood of shrub canopies (i.e. △Tmax = 0). Interestingly, we found that the size
distribution deviated from a power law at the original critical temperature -15.84°C but followed
a power law at a higher temperature -14.84°C (Figure 5). In addition, the spatial patterns of shrub
patches were relatively insensitive to the extent to which shrub growth was driven by global or
local controls (i.e., insensitive to the parameter δ). Thus, such a power law distribution is not
induced by local interactions of positive feedbacks with abiotic environment but is simply the
result of a percolation effect because the power law distribution is found only when the shrub
density is close to 0.59, which corresponds to the percolation threshold for a square lattice
(Stauffer and Aharony 1985, Taubert et al. 2018). According to percolation theory, random
uncorrelated dispersal with density of 0.59 should lead to power law distribution in patch size.
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These findings corroborate our proposition that the observed power law of vegetation patterning
in 1986 and 1990 is driven by the local-scale vegetation-microclimate feedbacks.

Figure 5. The size distribution of woody patches under two background minimum
temperature (Tb) conditions -15.84 (A, B) and -14.84 (C, D) when there are no positive
vegetation-microclimate feedbacks (△Tmax = 0°C). We used δ = 0.3 (A, C) and 1 (B, D)
respectively and the results are relatively insensitive to changes in δ.
5.5 Discussion
Previous efforts have demonstrated how positive vegetation-microclimate feedbacks are able to
induce a non-linear transition from grassland to shrubland in the temporal dynamics of
vegetation (Huang et al. 2018, 2020). In the case of the spatiotemporal dynamics of shrub
encroachment, a mean field analysis of our model’s dynamics shows how these feedbacks may
induce a bifurcation in the equilibrium states of woodland-grassland systems as a function of the
background temperature conditions (Figure 6). Although the mean field analysis does not take
the spatial structure into account, it shows the non-linear behavior emerging in response to largescale climate warming and local microclimate feedbacks. Specifically, the system exhibits a
critical transition from a stable grassland state to a stable state dominated by shrub vegetation
when background temperature reaches -16°C, in agreement with the -15.84°C threshold for
power law behavior in the patch size distribution in the vegetation patterns generated by the
cellular automata model (Figure 4C). Notice that simulations with the cellular automata model
showed the emergence of power-law scaling in cluster size distribution when the steady-state
shrub density was approximately 0.5, which is similar to the shrub density at the bifurcation
point where the critical transition occurs (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Bifurcation in the dynamics of woody vegetation on Hog Island based on mean
field analysis of the cellular automata model. Stable and unstable states are indicated by blue
and light blue lines, respectively. When Tb reaches nearly -16°C, the system may undergo a
critical transition from grassland to shrubland.
Our empirical and modeling results suggest that power law size distribution of woody patches
emerges when the ecosystem approaches a critical transition from a grassland to a woody plantdominated state. This power law patterning arises from the local positive feedback between
woody plants and microclimate where woody canopies create a local nocturnal warming effect
(D'Odorico et al. 2013, Huang et al. 2018). Previous studies have found evidence of power law
scaling in tree patch size distributions in arid ecosystems such as savannas where water is the
major limiting factor (Kéfi et al. 2007, Scanlon et al. 2007, Berdugo et al. 2017). It is still unclear
whether critical phenomena can also emerge in temperature-controlled shifts in plant community
composition. Our study demonstrates that this characteristic spatial patterning of vegetation
patchiness may be ubiquitous and can be used as a precursor of woody plant encroachment in
coastal landscapes where shrub expansion is primarily limited by extreme low temperatures. We
considered the case of woody vegetation encroachment on a Virginia barrier island, where the
expansion of M. cerifera, which was historically limited by its cold sensitivity, has been recently
enabled by warming trends (Figure 1). We note that the model aims to mimic the spatial
patterning of shrub patches observed on Hog Island only qualitatively. Thus, the modelling
results are not expected to match the empirical patterns exactly because (1) the observed shrub
cover may not be at a steady state; (2) there might be other processes involved in the spatial
patterning of shrub patches such as wind damage and storm surge, which are not taken into
account in the model; and (3) the lattice size used to run the cellular automata model was limited
by the computational cost of the simulations.
Critical transitions are widespread phenomena in natural systems and are often difficult to
diagnose. They often entail relatively abrupt and potentially irreversible changes in ecosystem
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structure and services (Scheffer et al. 2001, 2009). Therefore, the characteristic distribution of
vegetation clusters may serve as a robust indicator of a phase transition in plant dominance,
which can be used to detect ecosystem response to regional and global environmental change.
The local positive feedback between vegetation and microclimate appears to play a crucial role
in driving large-scale shifts in species composition, vegetation spatial patterning, and ecosystem
state changes.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, I investigated how climate change and microclimate feedbacks may drive
transitions in plant community composition and species range shifts in North American desert
and coastal ecosystems. In chapters 1 and 2, I conducted greenhouse and growth chamber
experiments to investigate the effects of asymmetric warming and increasing rainfall variability
on two CAM-grass communities in North American desert ecosystems. I found that C4 grasses
may outcompete CAM plants due to increased deep soil water availability under increased
rainfall variability. However, grass species experienced mortality under asymmetric warming
regardless rainfall treatments, suggesting that the competitive advantage is likely to shift from
grasses to CAM plants under global warming. In chapter 3, I used a combination of experimental
and modelling approach to investigate the cold intolerance of woody species M. cerifera and the
emergence of alternative stable states induced by vegetation-microclimate feedbacks in Virginia
barrier island vegetation. Results show that a small increase in near-surface temperature can
induce a non-linear shift in ecosystem state from a stable state with grass cover to an alternative
stable state dominated by woody cover. In chapter 4, I combined field and lab experiments and
field observations with a novel mathematical model to examine how environmental drivers and
microclimate feedbacks may lead to abrupt shifts in woody vegetation dynamics in North
American coastal ecosystems. Results show that a critical transition from grass cover to woody
plant cover occurs when the average background temperature exceeds a critical threshold,
although browsing may reduce the resilience of woody vegetation. In Chapter 5, I integrated
high-resolution imagery data with a novel stochastic cellular automata model to investigate the
spatial patterning of woody patches on Hog Island (Virginia) and the underlying mechanisms
driving these patterns. I found that the size distribution of woody patches follows a power law in
some specific years, which arises from the local positive feedback between woody vegetation
and microclimate and can be considered as an early warning signal of critical transitions from
grassland to woodland in coastal ecosystems where woody plant expansion is primarily
constrained by cold stress.
My dissertation research highlights how climate drivers and microclimate feedbacks may drive
significant shifts in plant community composition in North American desert and coastal
ecosystems, which have profound impacts on ecosystem structure, functioning and services. The
detected ecosystem bistability and hysteresis in coastal ecotones imply that additional efforts
might be required for ecological management and restoration in these ecosystems.
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